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BAGS

BILLINGHAM

SHOULDER BAGS
Recognized throughout the world as the ultimate
blending of function and style, Billingham bags
are designed and handcrafted in England. They
feature a soft, yet protective canvas which is
repellent to the elements but inviting to the
photographer. It will hug your body and
safeguard your gear. The sides and base
are padded with high density closed-cell
foam to absorb bumps and knocks. Unique
StormBlock waterproof lining within the canvas
keeps your equipment dry. Billingham uses top-grain
leather hides in their bags which are tanned and dyed by hand to bring out the
natural grain of the skin.

225, 335, 445 and 555 Shoulder Bags
The 225, 335, 445 and 555 all feature a main compartment that is framed internally with
4-ply Nytex binding which maintains the bag’s shape and helps to channel rainwater away
from the seams. The TukTop allows
the main zipper, with it’s double
pullers, to be tucked out of the way
555
when opened. Additional protection
against the elements is provided by
the leather-bound rain flap with
twin top-grain leather tabs and
Quick Release System fastenings.
Double grip handles allow the bag
to picked up instantly, even if the
rain flap is open. The zippered front
pocket has two padded internal
pockets. All of these models feature
the Five Loop Fixing system so that
225
you can attach the optional Back
Pack Harness or Tripod Straps. The
Delta Sling is designed to prevent the bag from tipping and to reduce any rolling motion as
you move, no matter how heavily the front pocket is loaded.
225 Shoulder Bag: The 225 is 12.5 x 8.5 x 9˝ and includes an 8-15 partition. It is available in
Black (BI225BT), Khaki (BI225K) and Sage (BI225SA) colors with Tan leather trim..................344.95
335 Shoulder Bag: The 335 is 14.25 x 8.5 x 10˝ and includes 8-15 and 9-18 partitions. It is
available in Black with Black leather trim (BI335BB), and Black (BI335BT), Khaki (BI335K) and
Sage (BI335SA) colors with Tan leather trim...........................................................................374.95
445 Shoulder Bag: The 445 is 16.5 x 8.5 x 12.5˝, and includes the 9-15 and 9-18 partitions.
It is available in Black with Black trim (BI445BB), and Black (BI445BT), Khaki (BI445K) and Sage
(BI445SA) colors with Tan leather trim ...................................................................................424.95
555 Shoulder Bag: The 555 is 8.5 x 8.5 x 12.5˝ and includes the 8-15, 9-15 and 9-18 partitions.
It is available in Black with Black leather trim (BI555BB), and Black (BI555BT), Khaki (BI555K) and
Sage (BI555SA) colors with Tan trim .......................................................................................474.95
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550 Shoulder Bag

550 Shoulder Bag

A versatile soft camera bag with enough room
for demanding assignments. It features two
full height zippered pockets, two gusseted
pockets, a zippered external back pocket, two
detachable end pockets and an adjustable
shoulder sling. The top flap completely
protects the main compartment. The 550
includes 8-15, 9-15 and 9-18 Superflex
removable partons. It’s external dimensions
are 18 x 11 x 11.5˝; it’s internal dimensions
are 17.5 x 5.75 x 10˝ without the end pockets
attached. It is available in Black with Black
trim (BI550BB), and Black (BI550B), Khaki
(BI550K) and Sage (BI4550SA) colors with Tan
leather trim It weighs 5.73 lbs...............474.95

Digital Hadley
Roomy enough
to the carry
most D-SLRs
with a medium
zoom lens
attached, as
well as an
additional lens
or flash. A
roomy front exterior
pocket, which is secured via a brass snap, as
well and protected by the main covering flap,
is ideal for carrying cords, chargers, memory
device, or extra batteries. 8 x 9 x 5.5˝. Two
Velcro dividers are supplied with the Digital
Hadley, In addition, a well padded top foam
pad is sewn directly into the top of the bag,
further insuring precious equipment from
bumps and spills.It is available in Black with
Black leather trim, and Black, Khaki and Sage
colors with Tan trim ................................CALL
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PRESSTOP “MEDIA” SYSTEMS
106, 206, 306 “Media” Systems
These are the first of a new generation of Billingham bags, and are rapidly proving to be
most popular. Constructed from softweave canvas, they are lightweight and hard-wearing
and feature the Billingham PressTop. The ingenious design of these bags actually allows
the bag top to extend an additional 3˝ in height with a quick double-snap, which gives
the photographer easy access to equipment on the move, or in crowded situations. This
feature also addresses larger photo equipment such as an SLR with an attached “handle
mount” flash gun. In addition, when the bag top is lowered and secured by the same two
side snaps, access to your equipment by others is virtually impossible. These bags feature
dual handles with a leather grip, a quick-release system, softweave waterproof canvas
and Superflex partitions / external pockets.

306

206

106

106 Shoulder Bag: The 106 is 11 x 7 x 9˝ and weighs 2.6 lb. It is available in Black with
Black trim (BI106B) and Khaki with Tan leather trim (BI106K) .....................................264.95
206 Shoulder Bag: The 206 is 12.5 x 7 x 9˝ and weighs 3.5 lb. It is available in Black with
Black trim (BI206B) and Khaki with Tan leather trim (BI206K) .....................................299.95

Shoulder Bag

Packington

306 Shoulder Bag: The 306 is 14.5 x 6 x 8.5˝ and weighs 4.4 lb. lb. It is available in Black
with Black trim (BI306B) and Khaki with Tan leather trim (BI306K) .............................324.95

The stylish Packington is the comfortable way to carry cameras, laptops or video
cameras, and doubles as a roomy travel bag. It’s the ideal companion to accompany
you on a voyage around the world. Roomy zippered front pockets are completely
protected by a large rain flap with the Quick Release System. The entire front pocket
is made from a single piece of canvas, darted to give additional volume. A zippered
main compartment contains a detachable, padded photo insert, which has been
designed to leave room for additional expedition clutter. The zippered, external back
pocket provides storage for documents. An adjustable waist strap attaches securely to
prevent the bag swinging and for extra security. External dimensions are 163⁄8 x 61⁄4 x
121⁄4˝; internal dimensions are 131⁄4 x 43⁄4 x 91⁄4˝. It weighs just 3.75 lbs. It is available in
Black (BIPBTQ), Khaki (BIPKQ) and Sage (BIPSAQ) colors with Tan leather trim ......................................................................274.95

Photo Hadley Series Shoulder Bags

Hadley Pro

The Photo Hadley is a roomy, well-equipped camera bag that can double as a business case. The
Hadley Large and Pro bags are big enough to handle a laptop computer. The Hadley Pro features a
zippered back pocket with a protective rain flap, a carrying handle and the ability to accept optional
AVEA pockets. The Hadley Small can be a well-equipped camera bag, or, with the photo insert
removed, a business case. Hadley bags will provide years of service. They all feature bellowed front
pockets with press stud expansion, quick-release closure, two expandable exterior pockets, a solid
brass clog bolt and harness leather locking system, Stormblocker dual laminate waterproof canvas
exterior, a quick-fold top for immediate access to your gear, the Superflex partition system with
included dividers, side weather flaps, and an extra-large front cover flap.
Small Hadley Bag: The Small Hadley is 111⁄8 x 45⁄8 x 81⁄8˝ and weighs 1.5 lb. It is available in Black with
Black trim (BISHBB), and Black (BISHBT), Khaki (BISHK) and Sage (BISHSA) with Tan leather trim ..194.95
Large Hadley Bag: The Large Hadley has dimensions of 147⁄8 x 5 x 10˝, and it weighs 3.2 lb. It is
available in Black (BILHBT), Khaki (BILHK) and Sage (BILHSA) colors with Tan leather trim............249.95
Pro Hadley Bag: It’s dimensions are 135⁄8 x 45⁄8 x 95⁄8˝ and it weighs 1.9 lb. It is available in Black with
Black trim (BIPHBB), and Black (BIPHBT), Khaki (BIPHK) and Sage (BIPHS) with Tan leather trim ...223.95

Hadley Small

(212) 444-5027 • 1-800-947-9927 • Quick Dial 73
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SHOULDER BAGS
L2 SHOULDER BAG

PHOTO EVENTER

Designed for smaller SLR or rangefinder
systems, the weatherproof L2 incorporates the
design features found in the entire Billingham
line. Designed without zippers, the L2 provides
lots of space and protection, a Quick Release
closure, a solid brass clog bolt and a harness
leather locking system. It has a StormBlocker
dual laminate waterproof canvas exterior, a
quick-fold top for easy access to gear, a Superflex partition system with included dividers, an
interior back pocket, and gusseted front pocket and side weather flaps. Its external
dimensions are 101⁄2 x 53⁄4 x 73⁄4˝; its internal dimensions are 95⁄8 x 41⁄4 x 53⁄4˝, and it weighs
1.75 lbs. The L2 accepts optional Avea pockets on either or both ends, and is available
in Black with Black trim (BIL2BB), and Black (BIL2B), Khaki (BIL2K), or Sage (BIL2SA) with
Tan leather trim ........................................................................................................193.95

Made from StormBlock
dual laminate waterproof
canvas, the Photo
Eventer top end camera
case features an all leather
“wrap around” bottom
and an interior padded
divider sized for your
laptop computer. It has
extra wide pocket gussets, the
QRC Quick-Release closure and a
zippered external back pocket. It is available in Black
(BIPEB), Sage (BIPES) or Khaki (BIPEK) colors with Tan
leather trim. Dimensions are 15 x 7 x 12˝ and it weighs
3.7 lbs.........................................................................374.95

SUPERFLEX PARTITIONS
Protect your equipment from bumps and knocks with Billingham’s SuperFlex partitions. SuperFlex is constructed of
non-abrasive anti-fray material which covers non-absorbent closed cell foam. The compartments separate and protect your
camera equipment while inside your Billingham Camera Bag. Choosing the right size is easy. All you need is two dimensions;
the first number being the diameter and the second being the height (in centimeters). Available in olive color.
Model

Price

Model

5.75 x 3 ⁄8˝

27.95

6-12

BISPO1018

6 ⁄8 x 3 ⁄8˝

27.95

7-15

10-21

BISPO1021

7.5 x 3 ⁄8˝

27.95

8-15

11-15

BISPO1115

53⁄4 x 41⁄4˝

27.95

11-18

BISPO1118

67⁄8 x 41⁄4˝

27.95

BISPO1121

10 ⁄2 x 4 ⁄4˝

BISPO1221

6 ⁄8 x 4 ⁄8˝

10-15
10-18

11-21
12-21

SKU

HxD

BISPO1015

7

7

7

7

1

5

1

5

SKU

HxD

Price

BISPO612

4 ⁄8 x 2 ⁄8˝

25.95

BISPO715

5 ⁄4 x 2 ⁄4˝

25.95

BISPO815

5 ⁄4 x 3 ⁄8˝

25.95

8-18

BISPO818

6 ⁄8 x 3 ⁄8˝

25.95

9-15

BISPO915

53⁄4 x 3.5˝

25.95

27.95

9-18

BISPO918

67⁄8 x 3.5˝

25.95

29.95

9-21

BISPO921

211⁄8 x 3.5˝

25.95

5

3

3

3

3

1

7

1

SIMPLIES LENS POUCHES
These simple little pouches are a great
way to protect your valuable lenses,
sunglasses and film from dust, dirt or
sand. These adjustable draw string
pouches feature a rugged, double wall,
waterproof exterior, which is hand
stitched to an all leather bottom.
They weigh next to nothing! The olive
colored Simplies are available in seven
sizes. The first number relates to the
base diameter and the second to the
height (in centimeters).
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Model

SKU

HxD

Price

BILPS70140

3 ⁄8 x 2.75˝

29.95

80/170

BILPS80170

6 ⁄8 x 3 ⁄8˝

29.95

90/195

BILPS90195

7.5 x 3.5˝

31.95

100/160 BILPS100160

6.25 x 37⁄8˝

31.95

100/220 BILPS100220

8.5 x 3 ⁄8˝

34.95

100/270 BILPS100270

7

10.5 x 3 ⁄8˝

34.95

130/170 BILPS130170

6 ⁄8 x 5˝

34.95

70/140

7

5

1

7

5
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PARTITIONS & ACCESSORIES
POUCHES & POCKETS
Avea Pockets are padded canvas pockets that fit many Billingham bags or can be attached to
your belt. They are waterproof, padded and have a draw string neck. The Avea 3 is 3 x 1.5 x
6˝, weighs 3.5 oz. and is available in Black with Black trim (BIA3BB), and Black (BIA3BT), Khaki
(BIA3KT) and Sage (BIA3S) with Tan trim. The Avea 5 is 5 x 2.5 x 7˝, weighs 7.1 oz. and is
available in Black with Black trim (BIA5BB), and Black (BIA5TB), Khaki (BIA5K) and Sage (BIA5S)
with Tan trim. The Avea 6 is the same as the Avea 5, but made from Softweave canvas. It is
available in Black with Black trim (BIA6B) and Khaki with Tan leather trim (BIA6K) ..........61.95
Delta Pockets are 5.5 x 2.5 x 8˝, weigh 7.1 oz., and are ideal to use on the Billingham 225,
335, or 445 camera bags. They are padded, waterproof and have an additional draw string
closure for extra weather protection. They can also be attached to your belt to carry an point
and shot camera, film, etc. They are available in Black with Black trim (BIDEP225BQ), and
Black (BIDEP225B), Khaki (BIDEP225K) and Sage (BIDEP225SA) with Tan leather trim..............66.95

Avea & Delta Pockets

The Compact Stowaway is 6.25 x 2.5 x 8.25˝ and weighs 10.6 oz. It has lots of securely zippered pockets with a padded main compartment. It is waterproof, trimmed with solid brass
fittings, and has the famous Quick Release Closure System, Adjustable shoulder strap and
belt loops. Available in Black (BICB), Khaki (BICK) and Sage (BICS) with Tan leather trim.123.95
Similar to the Compact Stowaway, the Airline Stowaway is 6.5 x 2.5 x 9.5˝ and weighs 17.6
oz. It is available in Black (BIALB), Khaki (BIALK) and Sage (BIALS) with Tan leather trim .114.95
The Pola Stowaway is the same as the Compact and Airline Stowaways, except it is 7 x 3.25 x
8.25˝ and weighs 10.6 oz. They are available in Black with Black trim (BIPBB), and Black
(BIPBT), Khaki (BIPK) and Sage (BIPS) colors with Tan leather trim.....................................129.95

Compact, Airline and Pola

ACCESSORIES
Waist Strap Attachment: Wraps around the waist and attaches to the
side of the bag providing extra security and comfort. Available in
Tan/Khaki/Brass (BIWSATK) or Black/Black/Nickel (BIWSATB) ....... 54.95
▲

▲

Waist Strap
Attachment

Luggage Tag: All leather and brass, handcrafted, name tag. Available
in Black (BILTB) or Tan (BILTT) colors ..............................................24.95
Hadley Straps: Pair of replacement main flap straps for all Hadley
models. Available in Black (528001) or Tan (BIFSH) colors ...............27.95

Shoulder
Pads
▲
Luggage
Tally

SP-10 Shoulder Pad: 1˝ padded leather shoulder pad. Available in
Black (BISP10B) or Tan (BISP10T) .......................................................34.95
SP-15 Shoulder Pad: Same as above, but 1.5˝. Available in Black
or Tan (BISP15T) .................................................................38.95

(BISP15B)

SP-20 Shoulder Pad: Same as above, but 2˝. Available in Black
or Tan (BISP20T) .................................................................41.95

(BISP20B)

▲
Tripod
Straps

Tripod Straps: Pair of leather straps, finished by hand, to attach to
your bag. Available in Black (BITSB) or Tan (BITST) ........................33.95
Back Pack Harness: Attaches to the 225, 335, 445, 206 and Packington
bags, enabling these bags to be carried in an upright position on the
back. Available in Black (BIBPHB) or Khaki (BIBPHK) ......................72.95

▲

▲

Hadley
Straps

Hadley
Removable Insert

▲
Back Pack Harness

Hadley Removable Insert (BIILH): Replacement. For Large Hadley
bags ..................................................................................................59.95
Hadley Removable Insert: Replacement. Available for Small (BIISH),
Original or Pro (BIIH) Hadley bags .................................................63.95

(212) 444-5027 • 1-800-947-9927 • Quick Dial 73
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CLASSIC COLLECTION
Get at your equipment instantly and simply. The Classic family of bags are made from water-resistant heavyweight cotton canvas and have simple flaps, simple hardware and no clutter. They are a purist’s delight, and the favorite of photojournalists
around the world. Classic Domke Bags are available in black, navy, olive or sand canvas. Most Classic bags feature the
patented padded insert system, which organizes and protects your gear with less fuss and a lot less bulk, which let you customtailor your Domke bag to suit any application or equipment combination. And unlike the flat walls, hatches, floors and bridges
you find in other bags, these inserts are complete, self-contained storage components. Which means you can move — or remove
— any Domke insert without having to empty it first!

F-2 Original Domke Shoulder Bag
The bag that started it all. Ideal for 2 SLRs with or without motor drives, 6-10 lenses up to 300mm,
flash unit, and accessories. It has 12 compartments and pockets, a 4-compartment padded insert, an
adjustable non-slip Gripper Strap, a removable padded bottom stiffener, and a removable hand
carrying strap. The main compartment is 12 x 6.5 x 9˝ (LWD), and it weighs 2 lbs. 9 oz.
F-2 (DOF2B)
Black color ....116.25

F-2 (DOF2N)
Navy color.....116.25

F-2 (DOF2S)
Sand color.....116.25

F-2 (DOF2O)
Olive color ....112.95

F-2 Ballistic Shoulder Bag (DOF2BB): Same as above, but made from black ballistic nylon......119.97

F-1X Little Bit Bigger Shoulder Bag
Just “a little bit bigger” than the F-2. It holds 3 DSLR camera systems, 9-13 lenses, 2 strobes,
a battery pack, a small tripod, an umbrella, and accessories. It has even gained popularity
among TV crews as a “run” bag. It has 15 compartments and pockets, a patented fourcompartment padded insert, and 4 pockets to organize small items. Dimensions are 17 x
6.7 x 9˝ (LWD). It weighs 3 lbs. 4 oz.
F-1X Bag (DOF1XB)
Black color ..156.40

F-1X Bag (DOF1XN)
Navy color ...156.40

F-1X Bag (DOF1XS)
Sand color ...156.40

F-1X Bag (DOF1XO)
Olive color...149.95

F-1X Ballistic Shoulder Bag (DOF1XBB): Made from black ballistic nylon .....................159.51

F-3X Super Compact Shoulder Bag
The bag to grab when the assignment doesn’t call for dozens of pieces of equipment. The F-3X is a
very inconspicuous camera bag that carries a surprising amount of gear. Ideal for 1 or 2 cameras with
or without motor drives, 3-4 lenses, flash unit, film, and accessories. It has nine compartments and
pockets, Domke’s trademark “upside-down” zipper pouch, a removable padded partition wall and a
removable hand carrying strap. Dimensions are 8.5 x 5.5 x 9˝ (LWD). Weighs 2 lbs.
F-3X Bag (DOF3XB)
Black color......100.53

F-3X Bag (DOF3XN)
Navy color ......100.53

F-3X Bag (DOF3XS)
Sand color ......100.53

F-3X Bag (DOF3XO)
Olive color........97.95

F-3X Ballistic Shoulder Bag (DOF3XBB): Same as above, but made from black ballistic nylon ......104.35

F-4AF Pro System
Today’s professional autofocus SLR bodies are larger than ever. Add a state-of-the-art zoom lens, and
you’ve got a formidable piece of equipment. The F-4AF offers eight compartments and pockets, a
large padded insert that holds an autofocus SLR/zoom lens in a “grab-and shoot” position, and a
second insert that has twin compartments for extra lenses or “potato masher” strobes. It is ideal for
the Nikon F-4/F-5 or Canon EOS-1 with zoom lens mounted, two additional zoom lenses, flash,
film, accessories. It features an adjustable non-slip Gripper Strap, an open cell foam liner sewn into
bottom and a hand carrying strap. Dimensions are 9 x 8 x 11˝ (LWD); it weighs 2 lb. 7 oz.
F-4AF Bag (DOF4AFB)
Black color.....123.83
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F-4AF Bag (DOF4AFN)
Navy color .....123.83

F-4AF Bag (DOF4AFS)
Sand color......123.83

F-4AF Bag (DOF4AFO)
Olive color .....119.95
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CLASSIC COLLECTION
F-5XA Small Shoulder and Belt Bag
Ideal for carrying a digital SLR camera with accessories. The removable shoulder strap allows for
convenient belt carrying. It has 2 compartments and 2 pockets, designed to carry a cell phone,
MP3 player or other accessories. A padded main compartment and tough zippers and
hardware will keep your bag and its contents safe for years. 8 x 4.5 x 8˝, it weighs 1 lb.
F-5XA Bag (DOF5XASB)
Black color....................49.99

F-5XA Bag (DOF5XASO)
Olive color....................49.99

F-5XA Bag (DOF5XASSN)
Sand color ....................49.99

F-5XB Shoulder/Belt Bag
Use this versatile hip-hugger as a camera bag or remove the included shoulder strap and thread your belt
through the tunnel for an instant waist pack. Ideal for 1 SLR or rangefinder camera, 1 or 2 lenses, filters,
film and accessories. It has 7 compartments and pockets, a padded main compartment lined with Velcro
compatible material with two removable padded divider walls. All compartments are protected by oversized weather flaps. 10.5 x 4.5 x 6.5˝ main compartment, it weighs 1 lb. 5 oz.
F-5XB Bag (DOF5XBB)
Black color..........62.18

F-5XB Bag (DOF5XBN)
Navy color ..........62.18

F-5XB Bag (DOF5XBS)
Sand color ..........62.18

F-5XB Bag (DOF5XBO)
Olive color..........59.95

F-6 Little Bit Smaller Shoulder Bag
An exceptionally discreet bag with a low profile exterior. Similar to the F-2, it is scaled down to
accommodate a little less equipment. It has room for 1 or 2 cameras with or without motor
drives, 3-4 lenses, flash unit, film and accessories. It’s nine compartments and pockets include
two full-length zippered pockets, and a padded four compartment “short” insert. Its main compartment is 12 x 6 x 7˝ (LWD); it weighs 1 lb. 14 oz.
F-6 Bag (DOF6B)
Black color.......77.32

F-6 Bag (DOF6N)
Navy color .......77.32

F-6 Bag (DOF6S)
Sand color .......77.32

F-6 Bag (DOF6O)
Olive color.......74.95

F-6 Ballistic Shoulder Bag (DOF6BB): Same as above, but made from black ballistic nylon .....79.98

F-7 Double AF Shoulder Bag
Built to carry two complete professional SLR’s with motor drives and zooms attached, 2 or more
additional lenses, flash, film, and accessories. An included adjustable belt system works with the
Gripper Strap to keep even a fully-loaded F-7 snug against your hip. It features 14 compartments
and pockets, 3 padded inserts, an adjustable Gripper Strap, double-tracked bottom for
added support, a removable padded floor support, 4-point suspension carrying handle and
3 see-through mesh accessory pockets. 14 x 7 x 11˝ (LWD); it weighs 4 lb. 5 oz.
F-7 Bag (DOF7B): Black color ..................170.33

Film Guard Bag (X-Ray)
Protects unprocessed film and other sensitive
media from low-dosage x-rays machines used
in airport security and customs checks. (Use
for carry-on luggage only. Checked luggage
is exposed to high-dosage x-rays that even
FilmGuard cannot protect against.) Leadimpregnated vinyl sheet sandwiched between
an outer shell of Ballistic Nylon and interior lining of smooth Nylon. Black color.

F-7 Bag (DOF7S): Sand color ...................170.33

Mini Film Guard Bag (X-Ray) (DOFGM): Holds nine
35mm film cassettes or a small camera. 5.25 x 8˝...14.50
Small Film Guard Bag (X-Ray) (DOFGS): Holds 15 rolls
of 35mm film or small camera & a few rolls of film.
Dimensions 9.5 x 8˝.................................................16.95
Large Film Guard Bag (X-Ray) (DOFGL): Holds 35 rolls
of 35mm film, or three 50-sheet boxes of 4 x 5˝ film, or
a small camera with a few rolls of film. 10.5 x 12˝...24.95

(212) 444-5027 • 1-800-947-9927 • Quick Dial 73
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F-802 Reporters Satchel
With its flexible main compartment, enormous
cargo pockets and zippered pouches, the F-802 is a
briefcase, camera bag, laptop bag and more. It
features seven compartments and pockets, including
two expanding cargo pockets with individual
weather flaps; padded side walls and bottom, rigid
top panel; reinforced handle is box-stitched to top
of bag; adjustable Gripper Shoulder Strap is sewn
completely around the satchel for support. The
main compartment interior dimensions are 15.5 x 4 x 12˝ LWD, and its weight is 2.5 lbs.
F-802 (DOF802B)
Black color......64.95

F-802 (DOF802N)
Navy color ......64.95

F-802 (DOF802S)
Sand color ......64.95

F-802 (DOF802O)
Olive color ......64.95

F-803 Camera Satchel
For those who don’t want to call attention to their
equipment. Ideal for 2 or 3 cameras, 1 or 2 extra
lenses and accessories. It has 8 compartments
and pockets; includes a movable padded insert;
full-length Velcro strips in main compartment
accept additional optional inserts; padded side
walls and bottom; adjustable Gripper Shoulder
Strap runs completely around the Satchel. Main
compartment interior dimensions are 13 x 4 x 9˝, it weighs 1.9 lbs.
F-803 (DOF803B)
Black color .....84.95

F-803 (DOF803N)
Navy color ......84.95

F-803 (DOF803S)
Sand color ......84.95

F-803 (DOF803O)
Olive color......84.95

F-804 Super Satchel
Big and versatile enough to carry your digital SLR,
or professional studio lighting equipment or a couple
of 11x14 print storage cases, or two compact studio
strobe lights and power packs, or a 4x5 field camera
and lenses, or a laptop computer and portable
printer. Seven compartments and pockets including
two expandable cargo pockets with individual
weather flaps. Hook and loop straps inside main
compartment accepts most Domke padded inserts. Luggage sleeve accepts most baggage
carriers. Adjustable Gripper shoulder strap sewn completely around satchel. 15 x 6.5 x 12.5˝,
and it weighs 3 lbs. Available in Black (DOF804B) ...................................................................109.95

F-808 Messenger Bag
A rugged, roomy, lightweight and versatile computer bag
that fits a 15˝ laptop plus additional accessories. The main
compartment includes a laptop insert and a removable
bottom board. There are three additional pockets for
carrying files, business cards, pens, cell phones, MP3
players and much more. It’s dimensions are 14.5 x 6 x 16˝,
and it weighs 2 lbs. 12 oz.
F-808 (701-88B)
Black.........CALL
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F-808 (701-88D)
Olive.........CALL

F-808 (701-88S)
Sand .........CALL
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PhoTOGS Jacket
If you’re outdoors
shooting, hiking,
birding or touring,
the PhoTOGS
Jacket/Vest has 16
pockets to keep your
gear easily accessible.
There’s plenty of
room for cameras,
lenses, flash, filters,
binoculars, maps, and just about anything
else you want to “wear.” It features zip-off
sleeves that allow you to convert the jacket
to a vest, a stowaway nylon hood, two
hidden zippered pockets for passports,
tickets, cash, etc. and roomy, bellows-style
cargo pockets. 100% cotton, neutral khaki
with an olive/gray tint. Small (DOJPS),
Large (DOJPL), X-Large (DOJPXL) .......109.95
Medium (DOJPM)................................124.95
XX-Large (DOJPXXL) ...........................139.95
PhoTOGS Jacket and Vest sizes:
Small: 36-38 chest; Medium: 40-44;
Large: 44-48; X-Large: 50-52;
XX-Large 54-56 chest

PhoTOGS Vest
A combination of
fashion and function
for the active photographer or outdoor
enthusiast. The
PhoTOGS Vest is
made from 100%
cotton, pigment-dyed
Khaki color. A hint of
olive/gray makes this
vest a handsome, neutral-tone garment.
◆ Cotton mesh panels at yoke and back
provide cooling ventilation.
◆ Pockets, pockets, everywhere: cargo,
handwarmer and zippered. (18 in all!)
◆ Shoulders are padded and quilted.
◆ Heavy-duty double-pull zipper
for greater comfort.
Small (DOVPS) .......................................74.95
Medium (DOVPM),
Large (DOVPL), XLarge (DOVPXL) .........64.95
XXLarge (DOVPXXL) .............................79.95
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ADD-ON POUCHES
F-901 Compact Pouch: Great for small zoom lenses, flash units, or cell
phones. Adjustable Velcro tabs attach securely to shoulder straps, or you can use
the extra-wide belt loop. The top flap has a Velcro closure. The F-901 acccepts an
optional FA-280 Mini Insert. It’s dimensions are 9 x 5 x 3˝.
F-901 (DOF901B)
Black color ..19.95

F-901 (DOF901N)
Navy color...19.95

F-901 (DOF901S)
Sand color ..19.95

F-901 (DOF901O)
Olive color..19.95

F-902 Super Pouch: A handy holster for handle-type strobes, power packs

F-901
Compact Pouch

or a 300mm f/4 lens. Attach with either extra-wide belt loop or adjustable Velcro
straps. Dimensions are 11 x 6 x 3˝.
F-902 (DOF902B)
Black color ..19.95

F-902 (DOF902N)
Navy color...19.95

F-902 (DOF902S)
Sand color ..19.95

F-902
Super Pouch

F-902 (DOF902O)
Olive color..19.95

F-945 Belt Pouch: Great for 4 x 5˝ film holders or battery packs. Designed
specifically for belt use, the F-945 does not have Velcro tabs found on other models.
It’s dimensions are 6 x 7 x 2˝.
F-945 (DOF945B)
Black color ..19.95

F-945 (DOF945N)
Navy color...19.95

F-945 (DOF945S)
Sand color ..19.95

F-945
Belt Pouch

F-945 (DOF945O)
Olive color..19.95

PA D D E D I N S E R T S Y S T E M
Domke’s exclusive, patented design prevents small items from wandering between compartments, and allows you to pre-load and store
Inserts outside the Domke Bag. Preparing for a shoot is as easy as dropping in the Insert(s) you need! All Inserts feature removable outer-wall
cushions so you can increase or reduce the padding around your equipment.
1-Compartment Small Insert (DOFA280)
Included with the F-803. Holds one lens,
flash, or standard camera. 4 x 3 x 8˝ ...14.95

4 Compartment Insert (DOFA240)
Included with the F-2 and F-1X bags.
Designed for extra lenses and/or
strobe units, spare camera bodies, or
accessories. 7 x 6 x 8˝ ..................24.95

FA-280

1-Compartment Insert (DOFA210)
For a larger camera body or a standard
body with a lens attached, 2 flash units or
a zoom lens. 6 x 3 x 8˝........................16.50
1-Compartment Large Insert (DOFA211)
Included with F-4AF and F-7 Bags.
Designed for a large autofocus camera
with a zoom mount, or a medium format
camera. 5 x 6 x 8˝ ...............................19.95
2 Compartment Insert (DOFA220)
Included with F-4AF and F-7 Bags. For 2
lenses, 2 flash units, spare camera bodies,
or any similar combination. Add this
insert to your F-2 Bag insert to section it
off completely. 6 x 3 x 8˝....................19.95
3 Compartment Insert (DOFA230)
Use in your Satchel to carry a camera, lens,
and flash safely. 11 x 3 x 8˝.................22.50
3 Compartment Insert (DOFA233)
Built to hold a camera body with lens
attached, plus two extra lenses or flash
units. 7 x 6 x 8˝ ...................................22.95

FA-240
J Series
Main Compartment Insert

FA-210

FA-211

J Series
Main Compartment Insert (DOIMCJ)
Included with J-1 and J-2 bag. The
adjustable main compartment is lined
with heavyweight Velcro loop, and its
two flexible, padded divider walls can
be arranged to fit different camera
bodies and lenses. 7.5 x 6 x 8˝ ....20.95
J Series
End Compartment Insert (DOIEPJS)
Two are included with each J-1, J-2,
and J-3 bag. They carry a flash meter,
cell phone or even an extra small lens.
Dimensions are 7 x 3 x 7˝...........13.95

J Series
End
Compartment
Insert

FA-220

Short Inserts for F-6

FA-233

Short Inserts

Same as the regular sized inserts, but
only 6.75˝ height to fit the F-6 bag.
1 Compartment (DOFA246) ..........22.50
2 Compartment (DOFA226) ..........22.50
4 Compartment (DOFA216) ..........14.95

(212) 444-5027 • 1-800-947-9927 • Quick Dial 73
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SHOULDER BAGS
SB Reporter Shoulder Bags
SB Reporter Shoulder Bags are provided with internal padding kits, dividers, and removable reinforced bottom flooring, so that you can choose whether to use some, all, or none, thereby defining
the rigidity and flexibility levels of your case. (If additional division is necessary, Modi-Vers Kits are
available). A special top securing strap allows volume reduction when the bag is not packed to the
maximum. Semi-rigid TST front pockets and large external side pockets provide additional storage,
and the larger SB-907 even features a designated laptop case which can be used individually.
SB Reporter Shoulder Bags feature a triple opening system for any working eventuality: The main
double buckle closing flap allows full access to all the equipment at once and is most convenient
when loading and unloading the bag. A quick “One Pull” top zippered flap allows for quick access to
the working camera at all times. Two side zipper openings enable the quick draw of lenses, flash unit or other accessories, without having to open the
bag.
SB-902 Reporter Shoulder Bag (KASB902)
Fits 1-2 DSLRs, 2-3 lenses and accessories.
External dimensions are 12.5˝ x 6.2˝ x 10.2˝,
and it weighs 2.6 lbs. ...............................145.00

SB-904 Reporter Shoulder Bag (KASB904SC)
Fits 2 DSLRs, 4-6 lenses (up to 300mm) and
accessories. External dimensions are 18.8˝ x
14.9˝ x 11.8˝, and it weighs 2.6 lbs.........159.95

SB-907 Reporter Shoulder Bag (KASB907)
Fits 2-3 DSLRs, 6-8 lenses (up to 300mm),
accessories and a laptop. 21.2˝ x 13.3˝ x 12.5˝
external dimensions. It weighs 4.4 lbs....184.95

Waist-Shoulder Bags
Designed for the professional photographer on the go, Waist-Shoulder bags are ergonomically designed to
allow you to “shoot from the hip” without taking the case off your shoulder: Contoured shape for a closer to
the body center of gravity; 2 DP Buckles ensure correct Case-Strap-Carrier angle; ergonomic Non-Slip
shoulder strap; opening away from the body by a quick release buckle; 3D hip pad with a removable
concealed hip belt for additional support and weight distribution can also be used as a connection point to
Kata’s Insertrolley. These bags are supplied with Modi-Vers dividers which allow you to set up the large main
compartment to suit your needs. 3 large pockets, 4 flat pockets and the tying loops, provide additional storage.
WS-604 Waist-Shoulder Bag (KAWS604)
Fits 2 digital SLR bodies, 2-4 lenses, and accessories.
External dimensions are 17.7˝ x 11˝ x 9.1˝, and it
weighs 2.9 lbs .....................................................139.95

WS-606 Waist-Shoulder Bag (KAWS606)
Fits 2-4 digital SLR bodies, 6-10 lenses, and
accessories. External dimensions are 21.2˝ x 12.5˝ x
12.5˝, and it weighs 4.6 lbs................................149.00

MC-61 Shoulder Bag
The perfect companion for the genuine field photographer. Featuring a level of protection you
haven’t seen before, provided by the TST and the well padded sides of the bag, the MC-61 combines
all you need in one case. It offers the option of carrying several camera bodies with a variety of
additional lenses (mounted or separate), a laptop, professional and personal accessories — holding
each piece of equipment and gear in its own compartment. It has multiple carrying possibilities —
the B shaped shoulder strap, the click handle and the Insertrolley option — all in a compact case
that can be carried on board a plane and stored in the overhead bin. Internal main compartment
measures 19.3 x 8.3 x 10.6˝, external dimensions are 20 x 12.2 x 12.6˝ (LWH), it weighs 5.5 lbs.
◆ Service compartment can be divided and

organized to fit all extra gear like batteries,
charger, cables, lenses and many more.
◆ Two side doors open a long padded back

compartment where you can store a small
tripod or many accessories organized
inside the two included drawers.

◆ 2 sets of

Modi-Vers to allow for partitioning
according to your preference.

◆ Front pocket for personal effects like PDA,

wallet, cell-phone etc.
◆ Padded mesh pockets for flat items like filters.
◆ Tripod holding recess and straps.

◆ 6 openings allow for separate access to

camera, laptop and accessories.
◆ Fits all types of

laptops with mouse,

cables etc.
◆ Full opening for easy access to large

camera configurations.

MC-61 Shoulder Bag (KAMC61) ........................................................................................................................................................................................179.00
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ORGANIZER CASES
Organizer / Lighting Cases
OC Series bags are designed to withstand hard use in any environment. Kata’s TST
technology on the front of the bag and the honeycomb-reinforced circumference provide
ultimate protection for the gear within. They have two full-sized compartments — a
shallow compartment that can hold flat acessories such as gels, cables, a laptop or
paperwork, and a second, deeper compartment for photographic equipment. In the
larger OC-84, OC-86, OC-88 and OC-97, the deep compartment can hold lighting
equipment. Both compartments can be custom fit to meet your exact requirements.
The cases are supplied with ample modular dividers. If additional division is necessary,
a Modi-Vers Kit is included. A large external padded pocket and an internal accessory
pocket panel offer additional storage solutions. These cases come with strong padded
handles a BSS shoulder strap, and with the exception of the OC-82, an Insertrolley.

OC-84

OC-82
shown on
optional
Insertrolley

OC-82 (KAOC82): The deep compartment fits 1-2 D/SLR bodies with 3-4 lenses and accessories, OR
a medium format kit. It can also be used as a Lighting Bag for a small lighting kit. The shallow
compartment is designed to hold a 17˝ laptop or paperwork. Two straps can connect a small tripod
to the exterior of the case. The OS-82 is Insetrolley compatible ...................................................155.00
OC-84 (KAOC84): The deep compartment fits2-4 D/SLR bodies with 6-8 lenses and accessories, OR
a medium format kit. It can also be used as a Lighting Bag for a small lighting kit. The shallow
compartment fits a 17˝ laptop or paperwork. An individual laptop case, which is supplied with the
case, will fit up to 15˝ laptops (this case can also be used separately). Two straps can connect a small
tripod to the exterior of the case. Includes Insertrolley .................................................................210.00
OC-86 (KAOC86): The deep compartment fits three flash units or monoblocs, a pro power unit and
three small/medium lighting stands OR four monoblocs without a power unit or lighting stands.
The shallow compartment holds related accessories such as cables and light domes OR lighting
stands and umbrellas. An Insertrolley is included ...........................................................................CALL

OC-88

OC-88 (KAOC88): The deep compartment fits 2 flash units or monoblocs, a pro power unit and
lighting stands, OR 3 to 4 heads monoblocs without a power unit or lighting stands. 3 modular
pouches will secure small accessories such as light bulbs and plugs anywhere in the main
compartment. The shallow compartment holds accessories such as cables and light domes OR
lighting stands and umbrellas. Includes Insertrolley......................................................................274.95
OC-97 (KAOC97): The deep compartment fits 2-3 flash units or monoblocs, a pro power unit
and lighting stands, OR 5-6 monoblocs without a power unit or lighting stands. The shallow
compartment holds accessories such as cables and light domes OR lighting stands and umbrellas.
An Insertrolley is included...............................................................................................................327.95

Internal

External

Weight (lbs)

OC-82

OC-84

OC-86

OC-88

OC-97

Length

13.3˝

Height

5.5˝

18.1˝

28.3˝

29.9˝

34.6˝

6.2˝

10.2˝

8.6˝

9.6˝

Depth

9.8˝

13.3˝

18.8˝

11˝

12.6˝

Length

15.7˝

19.6˝

29.9˝

32.2˝

37˝

Height

7.8˝

10.2˝

12.5˝

11.8˝

12.6˝

Depth

11.8˝

15.7˝

17.3˝

12.6˝

14.1˝

4.4 lbs.

7.2 lbs.

10.5 lbs.

9.9 lbs.

12.3 lbs.
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OC-97
shown open
(above) and
closed, on
included
Insertrolley
(below)
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CAMERA CASES / POUCHES
PB-Series Small Camera Cases
The PB-44, PB-46 and PB-48 are comprehensive camera bags that are
designed with style, are ergonomically engineered and TST-protected.
The main compartment holds a DSLR in top grip position, while on the
two sides you can store and protect lenses, flash or other accessories.
Padded internal and external pockets accommodate additional equipment.
PB-44 Camera Case (KAPB44)
8.2 x 5.1 x 7.8˝ (LWH), 1.1 lbs...............35.95

PB-46 Camera Case (KAPB46)
8.6 x 5.5 x 9.4˝ (LWH), 1.4 lbs .............42.95

PB-48 Camera Case (KAPB48)
10.2 x 7.1 x 9.4˝ (LWH), 1.8 lbs ............49.95

C-52/C-54 Camera Pouches

C-54

The stylish C-52 and C-54 are unique, TST protected, mini camera cases. Their main compartment can
accommodate a digital camera, 4 spare batteries and 2 memory cards (in the elastic pop-out media kit).
The C-54 features back and top 3D Air-Mesh pockets that store accessories like filters, cleaning kit, tools
and more. These cases can be carried on your belt or with the adjustable shoulder strap, and provide double
protection from moisture and dust by the folded zipper and unique “internal wall”.

C-52 Camera Pouch (KAC52CCS)
3.9 x 3.1 x 5.5˝ (LWH). Weighs 0.22 lb..............24.95

C-52

C-54 Camera Pouch (KAC54CCM)
4.7 x 3.5 x 6.3˝ (LWH). Weighs 0.30 lb..............31.95

C-56/C-58/C-59 Camera Cases
Stylish, ergonomically designed and TST protected, the main compartment of the C-56, C-58
and C-59 accommodate a D/SLR with a zoom lens, and additional lenses, flash-unit, charger
and other equipment. Five padded internal/external pockets and a separate media kit will hold
extra gear. Carrying options include Elasto-Rubber handle, BSS shoulder strap and back loops
for a waist belt. The cases’ folded zipper and unique “internal wall” provides double protection
from moisture and dust. In rain, use the elements’ cover black side out, and in sun, reverse to
silver for heat reflection.

C-58, back and front

C-56 Camera Case (KAC56CCL)
9.1 x 5.5 x 9.1˝ (LWH), weighs 0.67 lb......48.95

C-58 Camera Case (KAC58CCXL)
11.8 x 7.9 x 10.2˝ (LWH), weighs 1.1 lbs ..66.95

C-59 Camera Case (KAC59CCXL)
16.5 x 9.8 x 13.3˝ (LWH), weighs 1.9 lbs ..84.95

P-Series Camera Pouches
Multipurpose bags providing complete TST protection, the P-32 and P-34 can be carried either on your belt,
in your satchel or as a part of a transporting organizing system. The P-36 can also be threaded threaded
through your shoulder bag, while the P-38 can be carried by its handle or adjustable shoulder strap. The P-36
and P-38 feature two opening methods: a top auto-flip-back lid and full peripheral zipper access.
P-32 Camera Pouch (KAP32WS): Store a miniature
digital camera, 4 memory cards, 4 AA batteries and
many more options. The pull-out Media-Kits can
be cut away if needed. Dimensions are 3.5 x 1.4 x
4.7˝ (LWH), and it weighs 0.2 lb .......................15.95
P-34 Camera Pouch (KAP34WM): The P-34 holds a
small digital camera, four Mini DV tapes, charger,
cables and more. Elastic bands hold the contents in
place while the two adjustable side-connectors
allow you to set the opening size according to carrying method and equipment. Dimensions are 4.5 x
2.8 x 6.7˝, it weighs 0.3 lb...................................21.95
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P-32

P-36 Camera Pouch (KAP36WL): Holds a small
digital camera, two battery packs or accessories like
cables and a charger. Two separate compartments
have internal pockets that accommodate media
cards and additional equipment. Dimensions are
3.9 x 2.6 x 7.1˝, and it weighs 0.3 lb ..................22.95
P-38 Camera Pouch (KAP38WXL): The P-38 holds
either a DSLR body or a medium digital camera.
Two separate compartments share volume
according to content and allow for additional
equipment. Dimensions are 8.7 x 3.9 x 9.1˝, and it
weighs 0.6 lb .......................................................38.95

www.bhphotovideo.com
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P-38
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SLING CARRIERS / TORSO-PACKS
S-308 Sling Case Carrier

(KAS308SCS)

S-308

T-212

S-312 Camera Sling (KAS312SCL)

T-212 Torso-Pack (KAT212TP)
Uniquely designed to keep your D/SLR in
quick-draw position and TST protected.
The T-212 enables frontal carrying without
weighing on your neck. The shape of the
main compartment adjusts to fit your gear and
can be divided into two sections. Additional
pockets will store all necessary accessories.
The T-212 can be used on its own or attached
to the W-92 Waist Pack as well as one of the
backpacks. External dimensions are 15.7 x 4.7
x 15.7˝ (LWH), and it weighs 1 lb.............79.95

A modular, multifunctional, shooting-gearcarrier, the S-308 enables you to carry the
camera in front, as a shoulder bag, or on your
back. It can be used individually or, with the
included connecting system, as a platform for
one of Kata’s cases. The shoulder pad is well
cushioned and can be comfortably adjusted.
Designated pockets store accessories like cell
phone, PDA and wallet, while a concealed rear
pocket safeguards valuables. Dimensions are
13.8 x 2.0 x 13.8˝, and it weighs 4 lbs .......46.95
S-312

T-214

T-214 Torso-Pack (KAT214TP)
Keep your D/SLR with its lens attached in
quick-draw position and TST protected. The
T-214 enables frontal carrying without weighing on your neck, and can be used on its own,
attached to the W-92 Waist Pack, or one of the
backpacks. The lid is secured by a wide “hook
& loop” fastener and a side release buckle, and
one pull allows for a quick full opening of the
parallel zipper set. Additional pockets hold
your personal effects. Dimensions are 15.7 x
6.2 x 15.7˝ (LWH), and it weighs 1.1 lb....95.00

The S-312 incorporates TST protection and is
ergonomically designed to carry a digital point
and shoot camera. The unique diagonal
configuration offers an alternative to
traditional carrying methods. The camera
can be placed in either of the two front pockets while keeping valuables close in a concealed rear compartment. Additional pockets
will hold a cell-phone, PDA, media cards, keys
and more. It’s external dimensions are 13.8 x
2.8 x 8.7˝, and it weighs 0.8 lb...................46.95

Camera Holsters
These revolutionary holsters give extra TST protection while allowing for quick access to your digital
SLR and zoom lens set. The camera is held in place by looping the divider around the lens vertically or
positioning it horizontally and creating a bottom compartment for an additional lens or flash. The
media kit holds batteries and memory cards. Five padded accessory pockets store filters, a cleaning kit,
light meter, cell-phone, PDA and much more. Carry the holster with a handle, BSS shoulder strap or a
3D-mesh loop for your waist belt. These holsters feature a double closure system - a two-slider zipper
and a one-hand operating buckle. In addition to the rain-protected lid, they are equipped with Kata’s
unique elements cover: black side out in rain, silver side out in the sun for heat reflection.
H-10 (KAH10H): Dimensions are 8.6 x 5.5 x
9.4˝, and it weighs 15.5 oz ........................60.00

W-92

H-12 (KAH12H): Dimensions are 9.4 x 6.7 x
11.4˝, and it weighs 1 lb ............................69.95

H-12

H-10

H-14 (KAH14H): Dimensions are 13.3 x 7 x
11.8˝, and it weighs 1.5 lbs .......................78.95

Waist Packs

Designed for digital SLR systems, Waist Packs incorporate TST protection and can be comfortably worn
in the front for quick access while opening the cover away from your body, or in the rear for best weight
distribution. It can also be carried by the thermo-rubber handle or as a shoulder bag with the SPAD strap
hooked to the 2 D-rings (the waist belt can be tucked away or buckled for extra stability). Arrange the
main compartment and the seven independent pouches to fit your gear by using the divider system. A pro
SLR with 2-4 lenses and additional gear like flash, hood, charger, power supply, etc. will fit in this roomy
pack. The front divider enables internal and external approach to the TST pocket. Two padded expandable
pouches on both sides accommodate lenses or any other item you would like to have close at hand. Additional pockets in the lid and front will store
all required accessories. Full protection on the main zipper and Kata’s unique cover protects your equipment from the elements.
W-92 (KAW92): 16.5 x 9.8 x 7.1˝, and it weighs 1.5 lbs.......................82.95

W-94 (KAW94WP): 18.8 x 8.6 x 7.8˝, and it weighs 2.2 lbs .................89.00
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BACKPACKS
R-101/R-102/R-103 Rucksacks
Kata Rucksacks gives quick, separate access to the camera and lens setup in the central compartment,
while the rest of the equipment surrounding it remains secure. Additional accessories, like flash-unit,
filters, charger, cables and personal essentials can be stored in the spacious arched lid compartment,
the 2 outside pockets and the central mesh/vinyl pocket. The ergonomic harness includes a unique
cushioning and shock absorbing system, which allows for optimal ventilation, weight distribution
and 5-point adjustment mechanism. They include a well-padded dividing set, a TST tripod holder
and an adjustable strap. Camera straps can be attached to the D-rings on the harness and will take
the camera load off your neck. In order to provide stability when on the go, two 25mm wide straps
are provided and can be connected to the base of the harness. Full protection on the main zipper and
Kata’s unique cover make sure that your sensitive equipment is well protected from the elements.
R-101 (KAR101RS): Holds a medium or small
D/SLR body with up to 200mm lens attached,
2-4 lenses and accessories. A rear compartment
fits a small laptop up to 12˝. Dimensions are
15.7 x 12.5 x 7˝, it weighs 3.3 lbs ............129.95

R-102 (KAR102RS): Designed to hold a
professional D/SLR body with up to a 300mm
lens attached, an extra body, and 4 to 5 lenses.
It’s dimensions are 14.2 x 7.0 x 20.8˝, it weighs
3.7 lbs .......................................................154.95

R-103 (KAR103RS): Hold a pro D/SLR body
with up to a 300mm lens attached, an extra
body, and 4-5 lenses. A rear laptop compartment will hold a 15˝ laptop. Dimensions are
14.2 x 7.9 x 20.8˝, it weighs 3.7 lbs .........179.95

Hiker Backpacks

HB-205

Hikder Backpacks have deep main compartments that are set up with modular dividers.
Two soft TST open pockets hold water bottles, a small tripod, etc. and an assortment of
pockets work together to provide the ultimate carrying and protecting solution for outdoor
photographers. A tripod can be attached on the front or side of the backpack with the
included tripod holder. The advanced harness system offers the ultimate adjustment of all
features; shoulder straps, 6-point adjustable waist belt, and lumbar pad, ensuring the perfect
ergonomic fit for each person. When not in use, the harnes can be neatly folded out of the
way to allow for easy storage and to allow the addition of the optional Insertrolley.

HB-205 Hiker Backpack (KAHB205)
Dimensions are 12.5 x 10.2 x 19.6˝, and it weighs 5.5 lbs...............225.00

HB-207 Hiker Backpack (KAHB207)
Dimensions are 15.3 x 11.8 x 25.2˝, and it weighs 6.1 lbs...............265.00

BP-502 Backpack (KABP502)

RL-302 Laptop Rucksack (KARL302RL)

Designed for pro D/SLR cameras with zoom or
telephoto lenses, a laptop and accessories, the main
compartment of this lightweight, ultra-protective
case features an internal dividing system, which
allows many different setups. And with the optional
Modi-Vers divider system, you can customize the
interior to meet your exact requirements. The
camera is placed in the center for easy access via the
small top opening flap, while related equipment is
secured in place by flap doors that can be folded
away when needed. The BP-502 features additional
internal and external pockets, a peripheral zipper
opening, and a flat rear compartment for a laptop
and accessories. Carrying options include an
adjustable ergonomic harness system, an Insertrolley
connection sleeve, and an injected grip handle.
The BP-502 includes a double-sided elements cover,
a tripod sling and securing straps, and camera straps
which are connected to the harness. Dimensions are
23 x 17.7x 12.2˝, and it weighs 8.6 lbs ..............299.95

Designed for professionals on the go, the RL-302 will
organize, store and protect your equipment, as well
as your traveling gear. A padded laptop shoulder bag
(which can also be used as an independent laptop
case) is integrated in the TST-protected mid-section
for quick and immediate removal. The width can be
easily reduced using the buckle and strap adjustment
system. A laptop slot is also available inside the rear
compartment. Large front and rear padded
compartments with organizer panels will hold
folders, paperwork, laptop accessories and more.
Numerous pockets hold all your personal effects
such as mobile phone, PDA, MP3 player, etc. Other
features include a quick access pocket for wallet and
passport, and a zip-up mesh water bottle pouch. A
harness system ensures ultimate weight distribution,
and when not in use, will fold out of the way and
allow the connection of the optional Insertrolley.
Dimensions are 14.5 x 10 x 19˝, and it weighs 6 lbs.
The laptop case is 11 x 2.7 x 15.7˝ ....................165.00
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RAIN COVERS

E-702 Elements Cover

E-704 Lens Sleeve Kit

(KAE702CRC)

(KAE704LRC)

The E-702 lets you continue shooting in
harsh weather conditions. It slips over the
camera and is secured quickly and easily
with the adjusters, and pull-cords. Two
roomy sleeves provide easy access to all
camera and lens controls, while the
transparent TPU enables easy monitoring
all the time. An adjustable PP hood fits a
variety of lens diameters. A full-length
double zippers enables complete closure
when hand held or on a tripod. The E-702
fits all types of SLR cameras with or
without booster or grip......................49.95

The E-704 consists of two lens sleeves, up
to 350 and 650mm long and one hand
sleeve. It is designed to be attached to the
E-702 when shooting with an extra-long
zoom or telephoto lenses. Full-length
closure along the bottom rim enables
quick set-up, and seals tripod connection,
while also providing an option to access
the lens controls at any point. For sealed
access, the hand sleeve can be connected
wherever convenient. The PP hood can be
adjusted to fit a variety of lens diameters
59.95

E-690 Elements Cover
(KAE690CRC)

A practical cover for small SLR and digital
cameras such as the Nikon D70 or the
Canon Rebel series. When suddenly caught
by a rain shower the E-690 slips quickly
over your camera and allows you to keep
on shooting. Access to all camera and lens
controls via two side sleeves. A clear view
through the transparent TPU enables easy
monitoring all the time. Full-length double
zipper provides bottom closure when hand
held or on a tripod. Once used, you will
not understand how you managed without

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Modi-Vers Kits
Create compartments to
meet your requirements.
The divider can be cut
with scissors to any desired
size. Attach the newly cut
divider to another divider
or the walls of the bag
with the special hook and
loop connectors.
Modi-Vers Kit 10 (KAMVK10): Includes a 40˝ long x 4˝
high, semi-rigid divider strip and 10 connectors ...30.00
Modi-Vers Kit 20 (KAMVK20): Same as above with a 40˝
long x 8˝ high, semi-rigid divider strip...................35.00
Soft Modi-Vers Kit 10 (KAMVKS10): Includes a 20˝ long
x 4˝ high, soft divider strip and connectors............22.00
Soft Modi-Vers Kit 20 (KAMVKS20): Same as above with
a 20˝ long x 8˝ high, soft divider strip ....................26.00

Insertrolley (KTVGDTS)
The simple, yet ingenious Insertrolley System can be
used with many Kata cases. It allows you to either use
the trolley separately or with more than one case.
Simply slide the trolley through the “sleeve” on the
cases for secure and easy mobility. You can detach the
trolley when you want to store it and easily replace it
if damaged. Patented extendable wheel system helps
to better stabilize larger cases. It’s dimensions are 11.8
x 3.9 x 18.9˝, and it weighs 4 lbs ...........................50.00
Filter Sleeves
Flat translucent pouches designed to hold round
filters. Many Kata cases come with a Filter Sleeve
connector, which is a designated strap connector
that allows you to secure as many Filter Sleeves as necessary.
Filter Sleeve 43 (KAFS43): Holds filters up to 43mm..............................5.00
Filter Sleeve 62 (KAFS62): Holds filters up to 62mm..............................5.00
Filter Sleeve 82 (KAFS82): Holds filters up to 82mm..............................5.00
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NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
Earth Explorer Collection
The Earth Explorer collection of photo bags reflect National Geographic’s dedication
to exploration and conservation. The bags are an ideal blend of today’s protective
carrying technology and a traditional “explorer” look and feel. They provide ample
room to carry a camera, accessories, and personal belongings. Each bag in the
Earth Explorer collection has solid brass buckles with an antique finish and is
manufactured from a variety of environmentally-friendly materials, including
fibers such as hemp and cotton. The smaller Camera Pouches are designed to
hold a small point-and-shoot camera, media, accessories and personal items.

Earth Explorer Camera Pouches
The main compartment of the Earth Explorer Camera Pouches are designed to hold and protect a small point-and-shoot digital camera with media
accessories. The front pocket holds the media, while a rear flat pocket holds accessories and personal items.
Mini Camera Pouch (NG 1150)
3.1 x 1.9 x 3.9”, weighs 0.37 lbs................CALL

Small Camera Pouch (NG 1151)
3.5 x 2.3 x 4.7”, weighs 0.44 lbs................CALL

Earth Explorer Shoulder Bags
Everyday, functional shoulder bags that hold a D/SLR
camera, accessories, plus all of your personal gear.

Earth Explorer
Backpacks

Camera Pouches:
NG-1150, left
NG-1152, right

Small Shoulder Bag (NG2343)
The padded main compartment holds a small D/SLR,
a large front pocket holds media and personal items,
two small external pouches fit a phone and MP3
player, and a rear flat pocket holds accessories and
personal items. 6.2 x 6.2 x 8.6˝, weighs 1.4 lbs......60.00
Midi Shoulder Bag (NG2345)
A designated removable insert that provides
protection for a D/SLR, separates your photographic
gear from your personal items. It has two large front
pockets, two small external pouches and a rear
concealed pocket for storage of documents, etc.
9.4 x 6.2 x 7.4˝, weighs 1.7 lbs...............................CALL
Medium Shoulder Bag (NG2475)
Holds all of your personal gear along with a laptop
and medium-sized D/SLR. It features a designated
removable insert that protects your camera, and
separates your photographic gear from your personal
items. It has two large front pockets, two small external
pouches, a rear concealed pocket for document storage
and an internal padded compartment for your laptop.
12.9 x 7 x 11˝, weighs 2.8 lbs................................100.00

Medium Camera Pouch (NG 1152)
3.9 x 3.1 x 5.1”, weighs 0.25 lbs.................25.00

NG2475
Medium
Shoulder Bag

Earth Explorer backpacks provide the ideal
protective carrying solution for traditional
hiking gear and delicate photographic
equipment. The lower padded customizable
compartment holds a camera and
accessories such as a lens, flash, batteries,
while the upper compartment will hold all
of your personal necessities such as food
and clothes. If necessary, the division
between top and lower compartments can
be removed to create one large storage
space. A rear padded compartment will
protects your laptop and accessories.
Multiple external pockets and pouches
will accommodate many items such as
stationery, wallet, binoculars, cell phone, etc.
Earth Explorer Small Backpack (NG 5159)
9 x 7 x 13.3˝, weighs 3.9 lbs..................CALL

NG5159
Small Backpack
(front and back)

Earth Explorer Medium Backpack (NG 5162)
11.8 x 7 x 16.5˝, weighs 3.9 lbs............150.00
Earth Explorer Large Backpack (NG 5737)
15.7 x 11.8 x 23.6”, weighs 9.9 lbs .......260.00

Earth Explorer Small Waist Pack (NG 4474)
Designed for carrying everyday personal gear along with a camera. Designated protective zones include a
padded point-and-shoot flap pouch with an external accessory pocket, a personal gear and accessory pouch
and flat external pockets for easy-access storage. A rear zip pocket secures valuables such as your passport,
wallet, etc. The unique buckle closer provides ultimate security. 6.2 x 2.7 x 5.9”, weighs 0.9 lbs..................CALL
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ERGO-TECH
Boasting state-of-the-art designs, Ergo-Tech bags, packs and cases are designed to be the definitive carrying solutions for the future. A
unique blend of cutting-edge technologies and materials, combined with its unprecedented design, make the Ergo-Tech Collection the
ultimate on-the-go carrying solution. Developed with the mobile consumer in mind, the Ergo-Tech Collection complements lifestyles
which are dominated by electronics, taking into account the various gadgets and gizmos that consumers interact with on a day-to-day
basis. With more than 17 models, Kata’s Ergo-Tech Collection gives a new meaning to the word versatility.

Snapshot Flap Pouches

Focus Shoulder Bags

Available in 3 sizes, Snapshot Flap pouches
have a flexible main compartment which can
hold either a digital camera or personal
electronic accessories. The Snapshot I and J
also have a small flexible front pocket for
accessories. They all feature a connector which
combines a belt attachment with a detachable
over the shoulder or around your neck cord.
Snapshot D Flap Pouch (KASDFP)
2.8 x 3.5 x 1.2”, it weighs 0.11 lbs ..............11.95

Designed for day-to-day use, these bags will
carry a D/SLR, an MP3 player, a PDA, a phone
and accessories. The main compartment
features Elasto-Guard sleeves to secure and
protect delicate equipment. Flexi-Shield
reinforcement is featured on both sides of the
bag. A full-top flap opening accesses the main
compartment and the front zip pocket, while a
concealed phone pouch is integrated into the
shoulder strap for quick access.

Snapshot I Flap Pouch (KASIFP)
3.3 x 3.5 x 1.2”, it weighs 0.11 lbs ..............11.95

Focus N Shoulder Bag (KAFNSB)
8.7 x 7.9 x 7.9”, it weighs 1.19 lbs ..............39.95

Snapshot J Flap Pouch (KASJFP)
3.5 x 3.7 x 1.4”, it weighs 0.11 lbs ..............12.50

Focus Q Shoulder Bag (KAFQSB)
10.6 x 7.9 x 9.8”, it weighs 1.54 lbs ............44.95

Slings

Pixel Loop Pouches
Similar to the Snapshot Flap pouches, Pixel
Loop pouches feature a unique top looped flap
which functions as both the pouch closing system and a belt connector.
Pixel D Loop Pouch (KAPDLP)
2.8 x 3.5 x 1.2”, it weighs 0.1 lbs ................11.95
Pixel I Loop Pouch (KAPILP)
3.3 x 3.5 x 1.2”, it weighs 0.1 lbs ................12.50
Pixel J Loop Pouch (KAPJLP)
3.5 x 3.7 x 1.4”, it weighs 0.1 lbs ................12.50

Macro KS/KB Mini Bags
Macro Mini Bags fit a digital camera, an MP3
player, a PDA, a phone and accessories. A top
looped flap accesses the main compartment.
The front pocket uses Flexi-Shield reinforcement to secure the closure of the pouch by
utilizing the loop of the top flap. Two side zip
pockets store accessories and personal effects.
Otherwise similar, the Makro KS comes with a
shoulder strap while the Macro KB comes
with a belt connector (belt not included).
Macro KS (KAMKSMSB)
4.3 x 5.1 x 2”, it weighs 0.35 lbs .................23.95
Macro KB (KAMKBMBB)
4.3 x 5.1 x 2”, it weighs 0.24 lbs .................23.95

Zoom-In N Sling-Pack (KAZINSP)
Made from Elasto-Guard flexible laminate, the
Zoom-In N offers a comfortable way to carry
your digital camera, personal electronics and
accessories. A zipper opening accesses the
main compartment, while numerous pockets
store a variety of personal effects. Two quick
access pouches are integrated on the inner side
of the shoulder strap. 7.9 x 2.0 x 7.9”, it weighs
12.3 oz ........................................................39.95

Panorama U Shoulder Bag (KAPULC)
Ideal for a D/SLR, an MP3 player, a PDA, a
phone and accessories, the main compartment
features a safe guard laptop zone and dedicated
pockets for personal effects. The front zipper
pocket sports Flexi-Shield reinforcement and
accesses the lower section. The external rear
pocket also has an internal organizer panel. 15
x 5.9 x 11.8”, it weighs 1.97 lbs ..................76.95

Backpacks

Shutter M Snug Holster (KASMSH)
Accomodates your digital camera, personal
electronics and accessories. Designed to conform to the shape of your camera, the main
compartment is easily accessed from the top
zipper, and features Flexi-Shield reinforcement on the bottom for extra lens protection.
Additional storage is provided with the external front pocket and two easy-access side
pockets. 7.9 x 4.7 x 6.3”, it weighs 7.3 oz ..27.95

Sensitivity V Backpack (KASVB)
The perfect personal daypack that can carry a
12” laptop, a D/SLR, MP3 player, PDA, phone
and accessories. Two front U-shaped flaps access the top and bottom compartments separtely, and each functions as a flexible pocket.
The main compartment is divided in two with
a zippered division that can be undone to create one large space. Ample internal and external pockets offer ample storage. 11.8 x 5.9 x
17.7”, it weighs 2.3 lbs................................91.95

Camera Strap

Prism U Backpack (KAPUB)
Accomodates a D/SLR, MP3 player, PDA,
phone and accessories. The main compartment
is divided in two with a zippered division that
can be undone to create one large space. In the
upper section, Elast-Guard sleeves will secure
and protect delicate equipment. 11.8 x 5.9 x
17.7”, it weighs 2.23 lbs..............................82.95

Reflex C Camera Strap (KARCCS)
Made from Elasto-Guard flexible material to
provide a well padded, optimal weight balanced strap for carrying your camera. Two
small zip pouches on each end store backup
media cards or batteries. 57.1” long .........19.95
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▲

Orion AW
Orion AW

An award-winning, water-resistant convertible beltpack/backpack, the Orion AW is
designed for heavy professional use. It includes an All Weather Cover; a tripod attachment
system; a customizable interior; a reverse-open lid; a removable contoured shoulder strap;
and a detachable daypack. While using as a beltpack you can swing the Orion AW around
for instant access to gear. A DryFlo mesh covered lumbar pad and compression straps
provide comfort for heavy loads. It holds a large pro SLR with 80–200mm f/2.8 lens (most
makes, not attached), 3–4 additional lenses, flash, compact binoculars and accessories.
The interior of the Daypack is 12.5 x 6.5 x 11.25˝ (WDH), the Beltpack size is 12.5 x 7 x
9˝ (WDH). The combined Daypack/Beltpack exterior is 14.5 x 9.5 x 21.25˝ (WDH).
Available in Black (LOOAWB) and Forest Green (LOOAWGR) colors.................................139.95

Orion

▲

Orion

A streamlined water-resistant 600D TXP and 600D TXP ripstop beltpack that hugs your
body for comfort, stability and freedom to move. Carry the Orion with or without the
removable shoulder strap. The ergonomic design includes many features to keep you
comfortable and stabilize your load on uneven trails. There’s a fully customizable interior,
lots of pockets (including mesh side pockets) and a reverse open lid for fast and easy
access to gear. Capacity: SLR, 3–4 lenses, flash and accessories. The interior size is: 11.5 x 6
x 6.5˝ (WDH). Available in Black (LOOB) and Forest Green (LOOGR) colors..................49.95

▲

Orion Mini: Similar to the Orion, but a bit smaller. It holds an SLR and 1–2 lenses. 7.5 x 5
x 6˝ (WDH). Available in Black (LOOMB) and Forest Green (LOOMGR) colors ..............34.95

Off Road

Orion Mini

A reverseopen lid
helps
you
access
equipment
in tight
spaces

Highlights
of the
Orion
Series

(LOORBQ)

Off Trail 2

▲

It’s versatile, convertible and modular — this beltpack/shoulder bag comes
with two removable SlipLock cases. You can add or subtract lenses, water
bottles or optional SlipLock add-ons. The adjustable, curved shoulder strap
adds support. Includes a DryFlo mesh lumbar pad, laminated mesh pockets,
compression straps and a NoDrop Pocket for film and filter changes. It holds
an SLR with attached lens, 3–4 lenses or 1–2 lenses and water bottle, flash,
accessories. The main compartment interior is 8 x 4.5 x 8˝ (WDH); the lens
case interior is 3.25 x 7.75˝ (DH).................................................................94.95

Off Road

(LOOT2B)

A versatile beltpack for a pro SLR, with inner and outer mesh pockets and a
DryFlo mesh lumbar pad. Use one or both detachable lens cases, or substitute
your favorite SlipLock add-ons. It accepts a pro SLR (including a Nikon F5)
with an 80–200mm f/2.8 lens attached (most makes), 2–3 more lenses and
accessories. It’s main compartment interior is 7.25 x 6 x 11.25˝ (WDH); the
lens case interior is 3.5D x 8.5˝ (DH) ..........................................................64.95
Off Trail 1: Similar to the Off Trail 2, but a bit smaller. It is great for hiking
and biking with just the essentials. It holds an SLR with an attached lens, 2
more lenses, film and accessories. The main compartment interior is 6 x 4.5 x
7˝; the lens case interior is 3.25 x 5.5˝. Available in Black (LOOT1B) ...........39.95
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Sideline Shooter
A slim-profile, high-performance beltpack that lets you grab film and equipment in seconds,
through a quick-access top zip — without opening the main zipper. Ideal for photojournalists,
sports shooters and nature photographers, this pro-quality beltpack stows cameras, video gear
or film. Adjustable padded dividers keep film and equipment organized; the padded mesh
backpad and BatWing compression straps keep everything snug. It holds an SLR camera body
with 2–3 lenses, flash and accessories; or up to 50 rolls of film. Interior dimensions are 12 x 5 x
6˝ (WDH). Available in Black (LOSLSB) ....................................................................................54.95

Photo Runner
This compact, convertible shoulder bag/beltpack provides freedom of movement for runners,
hikers and cyclists. Carry it with the hide-away waistbelt and removable contoured shoulder strap.
BatWing compression straps stabilize your load and vertical compression straps hold a jacket or
small tripod. There’s a front zip pocket and, for fast access, a DualZip Top handle. It holds an SLR
with 2 compact zoom lenses or a small medium format rangefinder system. Interior dimensions
are 11 x 4.5 x 7˝ (WDH). Available in Black (LOPRB) and Royal Blue (LOPRRB) colors..................49.95

ADVENTURER SERIES TOPLOADING BAGS
Toploader 75 AW

(LOTL75AW)

A pro-quality holster bag that’s a shoulder bag, chest pack or — with an optional S&F Deluxe
Waistbelt — a beltpack. Great for sports and nature photography with hands-free movement and
instant access to gear through the reverse-open lid. The water-resistant Toploader 75 AW includes
a DryFlo mesh-covered backpad, All Weather Cover, Chest Harness, and attachment loops for
SlipLock Pouches, Lens Cases and other SlipLock add-ons. It accepts a large pro SLR (including
Nikon F5) with an attached 80–200mm f/2.8 lens (most makes) and hood (reversed). Interior
dimensions are 7 x 6 x 12.5˝ (WDH)..........................................................................................99.95

Toploader 70 AW

(LOTL70AW)

A slightly smaller holster bag made for travel and active sports, with an All Weather Cover to see
you through the toughest conditions. Carry it on the Chest Harness (included), on the shoulder
strap — or add an optional S&F Deluxe Waistbelt and use it as a beltpack. Includes a reverse-open
lid and attachment loops for optional SlipLock add-ons and Cinch Straps. Capacity: SLR with
attached 80–200mm f/2.8 lens (most makes) and lens hood (reversed). It’s interior dimensions are
6.5 x 6 x 10˝ (WDH) .......................................................................................................................79.95

Toploader 65 AW

(LOTL65AW)

This compact Toploader has closed-cell foam protection, plus an All Weather Cover. A generous
front pocket simplifies film and filter changes. A belt slot lets you slide the bag onto your belt.
Optional Chest Harness and Cinch Straps are available. It can hold an SLR with an attached smallto-medium zoom lens and accessories. Interior dimensions are 6.5 x 6 x 8˝ (WDH) ................69.95

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE TOPLOADER AW SERIES
Use a Toploader
on its shoulder
strap or the S&F
Waistbelt,
Chest Harness;
or combine it with
other SlipLock
gear.

Toploader
attachment
loops take
optional
SlipLock
add-ons for
extra gear.

Extreme
weather
calls for the
serious
protection of
the patented
All Weather
Cover.

When you’re
traveling light,
simply slide an S&F
Deluxe Waistbelt or
your own belt
through the
Toploader’s back
belt slot.
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▲

Super Trekker
AW II

The Adventurer Series Trekker backpacks feature a fully adjustable
harness, CollarCut straps, load adjustment straps and a contoured,
padded waistbelt to distribute the load. Created from water-resistant
600D ripstop nylon and 600D Endura nylon, they have a
customizable interior, water-resistant quick-access YKK zippers,
a patented All-Weather Cover and attachment loops that accept
optional SlipLock accessories and let you position them wherever
they are most convenient.You can position the quick-release
Tripod Mount on either side or down the center of the pack.
The vertical position balances the weight for difficult terrain.
▲

Super Trekker AW II (LOSTAW2B)
Featuring an improved harness system which includes an adjustable
expedition-quality harness with an internal frame, the Super Trekker AW II
has a fully customizable interior, and three included accessories (Trekker
DayPack, Trekker Lens Pouch and Trekker Accessory Pouch). It holds 2–3
pro SLRs (including the Nikon F5), 7–9 lenses up to 800mm, tripod, flash and
accessories. Exterior dimensions with the tripod holder attached is 23.5 x 15 x
27.5˝ (WDH)................................................................................................449.95

Pro Trekker AW II (LOPTAW2B)

▲

Photo Trekker
AW II

Pro Trekker
AW II

Similar to the Super Trekker AW II, the Pro Trekker AW II features an internal
frame and DryFlo mesh padding. The interior is fully customizable for any
system. The Pro Trekker AW II includes the Trekker DayPack, Trekker Lens
Pouch and Trekker Accessory Pouch accessories. It can hold 2 large pro SLRs
(including the largest professional 35mm or digital SLRs, like the Nikon F5),
and 6–7 lenses up to a 600mm f/4.0. Exterior dimensions with the tripod
holder attached is 21 x 15 x 23.5˝ (WDH)..................................................359.95

▲

Photo Trekker AW II (LOTAW2B)
For outdoor photographers and extreme sports shooters, this roomy backpack
can be customized for a variety of equipment. It includes the Trekker DayPack
accessory which fastens to the front of the Trekker. It can hold 1–2 large 35mm
or digital pro SLRs with lenses attached, plus 5–7 more lenses (up to a 400mm
f/2.8). Exterior dimensions with the tripod holder attached is 14.5 x 15 x 21.5˝
(WDH)..........................................................................................................249.95

Nature Trekker
AW II

Nature Trekker AW II (LONTAW2B)
A hardworking backpack that can be customized for many systems.
It includes a Trekker DayPack accessory for extra storage capacity. It holds a
large 35mm or digital pro SLR; 4–5 lenses (up to a 400mm f/2.8); flash and
accessories. Exterior dimensions with the tripod holder attached is 14.5 x 15 x
19˝ (WDH)...................................................................................................229.95

Easily position optional
SlipLock add-ons on the
Hypalon attachment loops.

Capabilities

Large Format

Medium Format

Pro 35mm SLR

Digital Camera

Super Trekker AW II

•

•

•

•

Pro Trekker AW II

•

•

•

•

•

Photo Trekker AW II

•

•

•

•

Nature Trekker AW II

•

•

•

•
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DryZone Waterproof Backpacks

DryZone
100

DryZone is the world’s first totally waterproof, soft-sided camera backpack. Even
fully loaded, it floats, so your gear is always protected. It has a hi-tech zipper that
you can close for watertight protection. When you’re away from water, sand or
snow, you can fasten an inner zipper and top clip, and leave the zipper open for
faster, easier access to your equipment. Inside the DryZone is a heavy-duty camera
compartment, completely customizable for a variety of systems. Wrapping it all up
is the backpack, which includes a tuck-away tripod holder, two self-draining outer
mesh pockets, generous inner mesh pockets, a drain hole for the pack, an ergonomic,
fully adjustable backpack harness, rubber handle and attachment loops for SlipLock
add-ons on the padded waistbelt and the contoured shoulder straps.
DryZone 100

DryZone 200

Accepts a pro SLR; 4–6 lenses
(80-200mm f/2.8); flash and accessories;
Size (Interior): 11W x 5.5D x 15H˝; (Exterior): 12.5W x 8D x 17.5˝.
Available in Gray (LOD100G) and Yellow
(LOD100Y) colors ................................249.95

Accepts a pro SLR; 4–5 lenses (up to a
300mm f/2.8, with hood reversed); flash and
accessories; Size (Interior): 12W x 6D x
17H˝; (Exterior): 14.5 x 11.5 x 19˝ (WHD).
Available in Gray (LOD200G) and Yellow
(LOD200Y) colors....................................269.95

DryZone
200

DryZone Rover
The Lowepro DryZone Rover is a backpack designed to safely carry water and camera
equipment in the same bag. The design of the DryZone Rover allows you to comfortably
store camera equipment or other water sensitive items in the waterproof lower
compartment while providing quick access to personal storage space above. You can
remove the padded camera insert from the lower DryPod and you instantly have a
multi-purpose waterproof pack.
DryZone
Rover

The DryZone Rover is designed for quick and easy access to equipment and personal gear in the upper
compartment while the lower compartment is kept completely waterproof by utilizing a T-Zip EasySeal
zipper and a rubber-coated nylon DryPod with heat sealed seams. In addition to being waterproof, the
backpack is buoyancy- certified to 35 pounds and allows photographers to work in extreme environments
without fear of losing the entire backpack and its contents if dropped into water.
The included hydration system, designed by Hydrapack, is a lightweight water reservoir made from
strong, taste-free polyurethane. With a capacity of up to 50 ounces it keeps photographers hydrated
while hiking or on the go. The Touch Fastener sealed wide mouth opening makes it fast to fill and easy to
clean. An EasyFlo shut-off bite valve completely seals the valve for safe usage around camera equipment
or other electronic devices.
The DryZone Rover also includes many features designed specifically for digital photographers including
built-in memory card holders for quick access and safe storage; laminated mesh pockets and removable
accessory pouches for storing power cables, adaptors and other digital accessories.
Gray (LODZRGR) .......................................................... 229.95

Yellow (LODZRY).......................................................... 229.95
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Lens Trekker 600 AW

(LOLT600AW)

The water-resistant Lens Trekker 600 AW features a fully adjustable built-in
backpack harness that includes a padded back pad with lumbar support,
padded CollarCut straps, an All Weather Cover, lens stabilizer, lens collar and
a padded waistbelt. Attachment loops on the shoulder straps take optional
SlipLock add-ons. It accepts a large pro SLR with lenses from 300mm f/2.8 to
600mm f/4 (attached) or up to 800mm (without body attached), plus lens
hood and tripod collar; or a pro SLR with 2 shorter lenses and accessories. It’s
exterior dimensions are 11 x 12.5 x 22˝ (WDH)......................................149.95

Lens Trekker
600 AW

Orion Trekker II
This two-compartment backpack easily carries and protects camera gear, plus
snacks, clothing or personal items. It has a padded contoured shoulder
harness, detachable waistbelt, and mesh-covered back pad. It accepts an SLR
with attached zoom, 2–3 more lenses, flash or compact binoculars plus
accessories. A removable camera insert allows this backpack to be used as a
standard full daypack. The top compartment interior is 11.8 x 6.9 x 10.4˝.
The bottom compartment interior is 11 x 6.5 x 6.3˝. Available in Black/Red
(LOOT2R) and Black/Silver (LOOT2BQ) colors ................................................64.95

Rover AW II

Orion Trekker II

(LORAW2B)

A two-compartment backpack with an adjustable, padded, built-in backpack
harness that includes CollarCut shoulder straps, a sternum strap, waistbelt,
and load-adjustment straps. Attachment loops on the harness and waistbelt
accept optional SlipLock add-ons. Camera gear stows in the bottom
compartment, while extras can go in the top compartment. The center
divider folds away to create a single compartment. It includes a pull-out
tripod holder and mesh side pockets. It holds a large pro SLR with
80–200mm f/2.8 lens attached, additional lenses and accessories. Top
compartment size (interior): 11 x 5.5 x 11˝ (WDH). Bottom compartment
size (interior): 11 x 5.5 x 10˝ (WDH) .......................................................139.95

Rover
AW II

Micro Trekker 200
This water-resistant, compact and functional camera backpack has a large front
pocket with internal organizer pockets, expandable side pockets, laminated mesh
pockets, wide shoulder straps, sternum strap, a removable waistbelt and two
attachment loops for optional SlipLock add-ons. Removable bottom straps take a
small tripod or a windbreaker. It holds an SLR with an attached 80–200mm f/2.8 lens
(most makes) plus three more lenses or an additional body or a flash. Its exterior
dimensions are 11 x 8.5 x 14H˝ (WDH). Available in Black (LOMT200B), Forest Green
(LOMT200GR) and Red (LOMT200R) colors....................................................................64.95
Micro Trekker 200

Micro
Trekker 100

Micro Trekker 100: Same as above, but slightly smaller. It holds an SLR plus 2-3 extra
lenses or a flash or an additional camera body. 10.5 x 8 x 11.5˝ (WDH). Available in
Black (LOMT100B), Forest Green (LOMT100GR) and Red (LOMT100R)...........................49.95

Specialist 85 AW
Specialist
85 AW
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(LOS85AW)

An ergonomic shoulder bag/beltpack for photographers who need instant access to a
large pro SLR with attached lens. This hardworking bag has a fully customizable
interior, mesh pockets, a NoDrop Pocket for film and filter changes, an All Weather
Cover, metal D-rings and a reverse-open lid. It comes with a padded shoulder strap
and a built-in waistbelt for stability and carrying comfort. For more support, add an
optional S&F Shoulder Harness or S&F Vest Harness. The Specialist 85 AW holds 1–2
large pro SLR bodies (including the Nikon F5) 3–5 lenses, including an attached
80–200mm f/2.8 lens. Its interior dimensions are 11 x 6.5 x 12˝ (WDH) ...........109.95
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NOVA SHOULDER BAGS
Nova 1 AW: A very compact bag for
those who like a smaller system and a lighter
weight. Features include an OverLap Zipper
for 360° protection, No Drop Pocket for
fearless film and filter changes,
interior and exterior pockets,
a padded, contoured shoulder
strap, padded handle and belt
loops. Holds 1 SLR with attached
mid-range zoom, 1-2 extra lenses and accessories.
It is 7.75 x 4 x 6.5˝ (WxDxH), and is available in Black (LON1AWB),
Navy Blue (LON1AWN), Forest Green (LON1AWGR), Grey (LON1AWG) and
Red (LON1AWR). Water-resistant 600D TXP and 600D TXP ripstop
outer fabric.......................................................................................39.95

Nova Mini AW: Everything you
need for a digital SLR system. Accessory
pockets stow the extras, while the
OverLap Zipper offers extra protection.
Carrying options include a
non-slip shoulder strap, a
padded handle and belt
loops for your belt or an
optional Belt & Buckle.
Holds 1 D/SLR with 1-2 lenses
or a flash plus an extra lens. It’s dimensions are 6.5 x 3.5 x 6.5˝
(WxDxH), it is available in Black (LONMAWB), Navy Blue (LONMAWN),
Forest Green (LONMAWGR), Grey (LONMAWG) and Red (LONMAWR).
Water-resistant 600D TXP and 600D TXP ripstop outer fabric ...34.95

Nova Micro AW: The smallest Nova, this versatile bag takes a variety of cameras. Carry it on the
non-slip shoulder strap, by the padded handle or add the optional Belt & Buckle and use it as a belt pack. An
OverLap Zipper gives your gear extra protection and there is an outer accessory pocket and belt loops. Holds
1 SLR with built-in zoom and flash, or 1 SLR with short zoom, or a digital still camera. 5 x 3.5 x 6˝ (WDH).
Available in Black (LONMAWBQ), Navy (LONMAWNQ), Forest Green (LONMAWGRQ), Grey (LONMAWGQ), or Red
(LONMAWRQ). Outer fabric: Water-resistant 600D TXP and 600D TXP ripstop .............................................29.95

Nova 2 AW: This small, redesigned
light bag loves to travel. The Nova 2 AW has
hi-tech materials; and an
all-weather cover to protect gear
from the elements, dust and
torrential rain. It has a customizable interior; OverLap Zipper;
NoDrop Pocket for film and
filter changes; many inner and
outer pockets; a curved, pressed-foam shoulder strap; belt loops; and
padded handle. Holds an SLR with attached an lens, 2–3 more lenses
and accessories. Size: 8.5 x 4.25 x 7.75˝ (WxDxH). Available in Black
(LON2AWB), Navy (LON2AWN), Forest Green (LON2AWGR), Grey
(LON2AWG), or Red (LON2AWR) ..........................................................44.95

Nova 3 AW: The
Nova 3 AW has a sleek
new look and an All
Weather Cover to
help guard your
gear. Movable dividers adjust the
interior for your
equipment. Film and
accessories go in the inner and outer mesh pockets, security pocket
and front NoDrop Pocket. Includes an OverLap Zipper; rugged metal
hardware; a curved, pressed-foam shoulder strap; and padded handle.
It holds a SLR, 3–4 lenses, flash, compact camcorder and accessories.
Size : 9 x 6 x 7.5˝ (WxDxH). Available in Black (LON3AWB), Navy
(LON3AWN), Forest Green (LON3AWGR), and Grey (LON3AWG) ..........54.95

Nova 4 AW:
The perfect travel bag
with adjustable dividers
that customize the interior for your system. An
invaluable all weather
cover guards your gear
from rain, snow, dust and sand, while a curved, pressed-foam shoulder strap offers carrying comfort. It features an OverLap Zipper; a
NoDrop Pocket; padded handle; belt loops; tough metal hardware;
inner and outer mesh pockets; and back security pocket. Holds 1–2
SLRs, 3–5 lenses, flash and accessories. Size: 11.5 x 6 x 7.75˝
(WxDxH). Available in Black (LON4AWB), Navy (LON4AWN), Forest
Green (LON4AWGR), and Grey (LON4AWG).........................................64.95

Nova 5 AW: This lightweight
shoulder bag features an All
Weather Cover for really bad
weather and dust, a sleek
exterior and a
curved, pressedfoam shoulder strap.
It holds most SLR
systems with space for
accessories in the mesh side pockets, inner mesh pocket, back security
pocket and organizer pockets. An OverLap Zipper offers extra protection; a NoDrop Pocket delivers safer film and filter changes. Holds 2
SLRs with attached lenses, 4–5 more lenses and accessories.
Size: 14 x 6 x 8.5˝ (WxDxH). Available in Black (LON5AWB), Navy
(LON5AWN), Forest Green (LON5AWGR), and Grey (LON5AWG) ...........74.95
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PHOTOJOURNALIST SERIES
NOTEBOOK & CAMERA COMBOS
CompuRover AW (LOCRAW2B)

CompuRover AW

This three compartment backpack carries a digital pro SLR with lens attached, 2-4 additional
lenses (up to 80-200 mm), a 17˝ notebook computer, digital accessories and personal gear.
But capacity alone is not what makes the CompuRover AW so amazing. It’s packed with
features that every digital Adventure photographer will appreciate: a drop-down tripod
holder, cable management bag, removable waist belt, built-in memory card pouch and the
patented All Weather Cover...............................................................................................189.95

Stealth D 650 ( LOSRD650AWB)

Stealth Reporter
D650 AW

The Lowepro Stealth Reporter D650 AW Shoulder Bag was created for photojournalists and
news photographers. It is designed to withstand the elements while providing quick access
to lenses and digital accessories. The bag is made from TXP ripstop and 2000D ballistic
nylon with high density closed cell foam padding. There is a padded insert with adjustable
dividers protects equipment from shock and scratching, plus a removable accessory pouch
and memory card wallet. Ext. Dimensions 17.1 x 11 x 12.6˝ ..........................................159.95

CompuTrekker Plus AW (LOCTPAWB)
Designed for photographers on the go, the CompuTrekker Plus AW is the perfect solution
for those who are looking for a lightweight backpack to store and transport camera
equipment, accessories and up to a 17˝ notebook computer. Rugged construction protects
contents from moisture and sudden impacts while providing a comfortable carrying
solution. It holds a pro SLR with up to 400mm f/2.8 lens attached as well as an additional
body, four or five more lenses, plus a laptop, with accessories. The interior is fully
customizable and includes removable padded dividers, removable accessory pouches and
see-through laminated mesh pockets. The CompuTrekker Plus AW features an adjustable
backpack harness with padded contoured shoulder straps, attachment loops on the sides
that accept Street & Field or SlipLock system accessories, a fold-out vertical tripod mount
with bungee straps that keeps your tripod in place, a built-in All Weather cover, and
Dry-Flo mesh-covered back pads. Main Compartment: 13 x 5.3 x 18.9˝; Laptop
compartment: 11.6 x 1.9 x 18.7˝ (WDH).........................................................................189.95

CompuTrekker
Plus AW

CompuTrekker AW (LOCTAWB)

CompuTrekker
AW

The CompuTrekker AW is for photojournalist and location photographers who want to
take a camera system with a laptop on a day trip, or who need a safe and compact way to
safely store and transport their system. It holds an SLR with an 80-200 f/2.8 lens attached as
well as an additional body and four or five more lenses, plus a laptop up to 15˝ long.
Attachment loops expand your carrying capability with optional SlipLock accessories.
Flexible interior dividers can be easily arranged to fit medium format or video equipment.
The CompuTrekker AW offers reinforced construction, shock-absorbing closed-cell foam
padding, tough water-resistant outer fabric, a built-in All Weather Cover, and a quick-access
hide-away Tripod Mount. Main compartment: 11 x 5 x 15˝; Laptop compartment: 12 x 1.5
x 15˝ (WDH)......................................................................................................................149.95

Rolling CompuTrekker Plus AW (LOCRTPAWB)

Rolling CompuTrekker
Plus AW

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Designed for photographers who need a versatile solution, the Rolling CompuTrekker
Plus AW is a rolling bag that can also be worn as a backpack. It holds a pro SLR with up to
400mm f/2.8 lens attached as well as an additional body, four or five more lenses, and a
laptop up to 15.4˝ long, with accessories. Rugged construction protects its contents while
providing photographers with a comfortable backpack and a nimble rolling bag. The
interior is fully customizable and includes removable padded dividers, removable accessory
pouches and see-through laminated mesh pockets so you can quickly see what’s stored
inside. The main compartment is 13 x 5.5 x 16.3˝, the removable laptop pocket is
11 x 1.6 x 13.6˝ ...................................................................................................................274.95
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PHOTOJOURNALIST SERIES
Stealth Reporter AW Bags
Originally made for photojournalists, Stealth Reporter AW bags have features every
photographer will love: quick access through a unique top zipper, removable padded
inserts, an all-weather cover for total protection from the elements, and an all-weather
hood for weather protection and fast gear access. You can customize the interior, and
there are lots of pockets for small accessories. The Stealth Reporters D550 and D400 AW
also include padded inserts with adjustable dividers to protect equipment from shock.
Stealth Reporter D550 AW

Stealth Reporter D300 AW (LOSRD300AWB)
Stealth Reporter
D100 AW

(LOSRD550AWB)

Pro Digital SLR Cameras with 4-5 Lenses,
Flash, Media, Accessoriesand 12" Notebook (Black). It’s interior size is 15 x 7.3 x
9.8"; the exterior size is 16.1 x 11 x 11.8",
5.38 lbs.............................................149.95

Holds a Pro Digital SLR Camera with 4-5
Lenses, Flash, Media and Accessories (Black).
It’s interior size is 10.8 x 6.9 x 7.7" (WDH)
3.28 lbs....................................................119.95

Stealth Reporter D200 AW (LOSRD200AWB)

Stealth Reporter D400 AW

Holds a Pro Digital SLR Camera with 3-4
Lenses, Flash, Media & Accessories. Interior is
9.3 x 6.9 x 7.7" (WDH) 3.06 lbs .............99.95

Stealth Reporter
D200 AW

(LOSRD400AWB)

Holds for a Pro Digital SLR Camera with
4-5 Lenses, Flash, Media, PDA, Cell
Phone and Accessories (Black). It’s interior size is 12.6 x 7.5 x 9.4"; exterior size is
14.4 x 9.3 x 11˝, 4.17 lbs .................129.95

Stealth Reporter D100 AW (LOSRD100AWB)
Holds a Digital SLR Camera with 2-3 Lenses,
Media and Accessories. Interior 9.8 x 6.1 x
5.9" (WDH), 2.4 lbs .................................89.95

Shoulder Bags
The Portable Studio Series shoulder bag collection features pro-quality shoulder bags that are created from water-resistant 1200D ballistic TXP and
2000D ballistic nylon fabric. They all have an OverLap Zipper; an All Weather Cover for rough weather and dust; a removable FilmPack; extensive
pockets; a thickly padded shoulder strap and padded leather handle, and attachment loops for optional SlipLock accessories.

Commercial AW

Compact AW

(LOCAWB)

A large, pro-quality shoulder bag with two detachable Pro AW Side Pockets, a thickly padded
shoulder strap, padded leather handle and Belt
& Buckle. The flexible, modular interior lets
you stow bodies and most-used lens horizontally
or vertically — or flip the divider for a different
layout. It accepts 2 SLRs, 6–8 lenses and
accessories. Interior size is 17 x 9 x 9˝; exterior
size is 19 x 12.5 x 11˝ (WDH) .................239.95

Magnum AW

Commercial AW

A hardworking shoulder bag that includes
lots of inner and outer pockets and two
removable Pro AW Side Pockets. It can
hold 2 pro SLRs, 3–5 lenses, flash and
accessories; or a 645 medium format
camera, 4 lenses and accessories. Interior
size is 13 x 7.75 x 8˝ (WDH).............139.95

Pro Mag 2 AW

(LOMAWB)

This pro bag features a customizable interior;
lots of inner and outer pockets; two detachable
Pro AW Side Pockets while the belt loops take
an optional Belt & Buckle for carrying comfort
and stability. It holds 2 pro SLRs with attached
lenses, 4–5 additional lenses, a pro flash and
accessories. Interior size is 15.5 x 8 x 8.5˝
(WDH); exterior size is 17 x 12.5 x 10˝ ..179.95

Magnum AW

(LOCAWBQ)

(LOPM2AWB)

A slim-profile bag for special assignments.
The high-density, closed-cell foam provides serious protection. A divider system,
many pockets and straps for a light tripod
keep you organized. The award- winning
Pro Mag 2 includes a Belt & Buckle, and
accepts 1–2 large pro SLRs, 4–5 lenses (up
to 80–200mm f/2.8 with reversed hood),
flash and accessories. Its interior size is 11 x
6.5 x 10˝ (WDH) ...............................139.95
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PORTABLE STUDIO SERIES
HARD & SOFT SHELL COMBOS
Omni Trekker & Trekker Extreme

(LOOTEBQ)

The convertible Omni Trekker backpack/shoulder bag fits into the waterproof Trekker Extreme hard case (or Pelican 1550). The Omni Trekker has a unique removable/hide-away
backpack harness; rugged metal hardware; a reverse-open lid; front and top zipper access
(so you can grab gear even when the Omni Trekker bag is in the Trekker Extreme case); removable tripod straps; laminated mesh pockets; a padded, contoured shoulder strap; and
fully customizable interior. It can hold 1–2 SLRs, 6–8 lenses and accessories; or a medium or
large format system. The bag interior is 17.5 x 5.25 x 13˝ (WHD); its exterior is 18 x 6.5 x
13.5˝ (WHD). The case exterior is 20.5 x 8.5 x 16.75˝ (WHD) ......................................324.95

Omni Pro & Pro Extreme

(LOOPEB)

The Omni Pro, a slim, attaché-style bag is sized to fit a waterproof Pro Extreme
hard case (or a Pelican 1520). The Omni Pro features removable tripod straps;
metal hardware; a padded, contoured shoulder strap; and a fully customizable interior that equips the Omni Pro for professional shoots. It carries 1–2 SLRs, 5–7
lenses, film and accessories; or a compact medium format system. The Omni Pro
interior is 16 x 5.5 x 11.5˝ (WHD); its exterior is 17.5 x 6.25 x 12.25˝ (WHD). The
Pro Extreme case is 19.25 x 7.5 x 15.5˝ (WHD) ................................................254.95

Omni Traveler & Traveler Extreme

Omni Pro
& Pro Extreme

(LOOTEB)

An attaché-style case (the Omni Traveler) teams up with the waterproof Traveler
Extreme hard case (or a Pelican 1450). Omni Traveler has a customizable interior
with mesh pockets; heavy-duty metal hardware; padded, contoured shoulder strap;
plus top and front zipper access. Capacity: SLR, 4–6 lenses, film and accessories; a
or compact medium format system. The Omni Traveler interior is 13.5 x 4.5 x 9˝
(WHD); its exterior is 14.5 x 5.25 x 10˝ (WHD). The Traveler Extreme hard case is
16W x 7 x 13˝ (WHD) ........................................................................................174.95

Omni Sport and Sport Extreme

Omni
Traveler
&
Traveler
Extreme

(LOOSEB)

The Omni Sport convertible beltpack/shoulder bag slides into a waterproof Sport
Extreme hard case (or a Pelican 1400). The Omni Sport works as a shoulder
bag on the removable, padded, contoured shoulder strap or a beltpack on its
hide-away waistbelt. Gear is easily accessible, even in the Sport Extreme case. The
customizable interior has handy laminated mesh pockets for film and accessories.
Capacity: SLR, 2–3 lenses, film and accessories. The Omni Sport interior is
9.75 x x 8˝ (WHD); its exterior is 11.5 x 5 x 7.5˝ (WHD). The Sport Extreme is 13
x 6 x 12˝ (WHD) .................................................................................................124.95

Capabilities
Omni Trekker and Extreme
Omni Pro and Extreme
Omni Traveler and Extreme

Large
Format

Medium
Format

Medium Format
Rangefinder

Pro 35mm
SLR Camera

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Omni Sport and Extreme
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Omni Sport
& Sport Extreme
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35mm SLR
Camera

•
•
•

Digital Still
Camera

•
•

Airline
carrry-on

•

•
•

•

•
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PORTABLE STUDIO SERIES
PRO ROLLERS
Pro Roller 3

(LOPR3B)

Pro Roller 2

▲

Pro Roller 3

▲

Designed as a workhorse, the Pro Roller 3 has an ultra strong resilient ABS
plastic inner casing, a heavy-duty wheel-and-handle system with oversize
molded plastic bumpers and a rigid plastic divider system covered with
extra foam padding and soft tricot lining to keep equipment snug and safe.
Two removable tripod/light stand holders carry essential hardware, while a
bungee cord system lets you add an additional large camera bags or a briefcase. It includes lockable zipper tabs, a removable padded handle, SlipLock
attachment loops and a prop-up stand. It holds 2 large flash heads, power
pack, umbrellas, tripods and/or light stands, gels and gel holders; plus 6 x 7
SLR (including a larger medium format camera), prism finder, 3–4 lenses,
2–3 film backs, a large pro flash and accessories; or 35mm or digital pro
SLR system. Interior size: 17 x 9 x 22˝ (WDH);
exterior size with tripod holders attached: 24.5 x 14 x 25˝ (WDH) ....399.95

Pro Roller 2

(LOPR2B)

An essential rolling case for professional assignments, the Pro Roller 2 has a
super-tough wheel-and-handle system, plus two tripod/light stand
holders and an exterior bungee web. It includes ample inner and outer
pockets, top and front attachment systems for extra cases, a prop-up stand
and leather-wrapped, padded handles. It accepts a pro SLR system; or 6 x 7
SLR, 3–4 lenses, film backs, handle-mount flash and accessories; or SLR
plus medium format equipment. Interior size is 14 x 7 x 21.5˝ (WDH); exterior size with tripod holder is 16.5 x 11 x 25.25˝ (WDH) .................329.95

Pro Roller 1

(LOPR1B)

A tough professional rolling case with all the features of the Pro Roller 2,
but a bit smaller. Interior size is 12 x 5.5 x 17.5˝ (WDH).....................289.95
▲

Pro Roller Mini

▲
Pro Roller 1

(LOPRM)

An ultra-compact professional rolling case, the Pro Roller Mini has a fully
customizable interior removable insert for easy format changes and leatherwrapped padded top handle. It holds a pro SLR with an attached
80–200mm f/2.8 lens, an extra body, 4 more lenses and accessories. Interior
size is 11 x 4.25 x 15.5˝ (WDH) .............................................................199.95

Pro Roller Mini

Attached bags shown on Pro Roller 3 and 2, and all tripods shown
with any Pro Roller are optional, and are not included.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PRO ROLLERS
A flip-up stand
makes it easy to
see and grab
equipment.

Exterior bungee cords hold a reflector or other
oversize gear.
Change formats without
changing bags – just get
an extra Multi-Format or
Medium Format Pro Roller
Insert for your other system.
Or remove the insert and use the
Pro Roller as luggage.
▲

▲

Dividers are rigid plastic covered with
two layers of foam for maximum
protection from impact. The Pro
Roller 3’s structural casing is the same
tough plastic as crash helmets.

PRO ROLLER 2, 1 & MINI HIGHLIGHTS
▲

▲

PRO ROLLER 3 HIGHLIGHTS
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PROFICIONADO SERIES
REZO SHOULDER POUCHES
Designed to withstand the elements of a grueling trek, yet stylish
enough to use around town, the Rezo AW series will satisfy even the
most discerning photographers. Lightweight and feature packed, these
shoulder bags provide SLR users with everything they need to work
quickly and easily. They feature a reverse open lid, a front accessory
pocket and attachment loops that accept SlipLock compatible products.

Rezo 170 AW

Rezo 170 AW (LOR170B): Inner dimensions are 8.75 x 4.5 x 7.9˝ (WDH) ..........49.95
Rezo 160 AW (LOR160B): Inner dimensions are 8.5 x 4.1 x 7˝ (WDH) ...............44.95
Rezo 140 AW

Rezo 140 AW (LOR140B): Inner dimensions are 7.1 x 4.1 x 6.7˝ (WDH) ............39.95
Rezo 120 AW (LOR120B): Inner dimensions are 6 x 4.1 x 6.5˝ (WDH) ...............34.95

Rezo 110 AW

Rezo 110 AW (LOR110B): Inner dimensions are 6 x 3.9 x 5.1˝ (WDH) ...............24.95

REZO TOP LOAD ZOOM BAGS
Rezo TLZ 20 Camera Holster Bag (LORTLZ20B)
This holster-style bag with a stretch-to-fit lid and quick-release buckle was designed to fit the
new generation of compact digital SLR cameras and accessories. It features a water-resistant
outer fabric, a padded handle, a SlipLock attachment tab, and a removable adjustable
shoulder strap. 5.25 x 4 x 7˝ interior .......................................................................................34.95
Rezo TLZ 10 Camera Holster Bag (LORTLZ10B)
Same as the above, but slightly smaller. It’s interior dimensions are 5.25 x 3.75 x 5.5˝........24.95

REZO CAMERA POUCHES
Rezo camera pouches offer a stylish custom fit for both point
& shoot and digital cameras by combining a special stretch
fabric designed to hug the camera and provide greater safety
and protection for transporting. They have an exceptional
design as well as a unique, slim fit that conforms to a variety
of camera shapes without the bulk. These pouches offer a
front accessory pocket for easy access to accessories, a front
flap with a Velcro tab for extra security, an adjustable,
removable shoulder strap for carrying comfort, full-rotation
metal clips that allow a wide range of motion and a SlipLock
attachment tab that permits you to attache your bag to a
belt, purse, briefcase, or any SlipLock compatible product.

Rezo 10
Rezo 30

Rezo 50

Rezo 60

Rezo 60 (LOR60B): Inner Dimensions:
2.95 x 2.76 x 5.51˝ (WDH)......................19.95

Rezo 40 (LOR40B): Inner Dimensions:
2.28 x 1.57 x 5.31˝ (WDH)......................17.99

Rezo 20 (LOR20B): Inner Dimensions:
2.95 x 1.18 x 4.13˝ (WDH)......................16.99

Rezo 50 (LOR50B): Inner Dimensions:
2.95 x 1.46 x 5.12˝ (WDH)......................18.99

Rezo 30 (LOR30B): Inner Dimensions:
2.76 x 1.38 x 4.80˝ (WDH)......................17.99

Rezo 10 (LOR10B): Inner Dimensions:
2.76 x .59 x 3.74˝ (WDH)........................14.99
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LENS CASES
Lens Case 1M (LOLC1MB)

Lens Case 2S (LOLC2SB)

Padded lens case with an extra-rigid
base, made to carry a compact
wide-angle lens or tele-converter.
The case has an interior mesh
pocket for a lens cap. There are
compression straps to protect and
support the lens. It can be carried
by a shoulder strap or attached to
SlipLock base products ...........18.99

The Lowepro Lens Case 2S is a padded
lens case with an extra-rigid base, made
to carry a mid-range zoom or compact
telephoto lens. The case has an interior
mesh pocket for a lens cap. There are
compression straps to protect and
support the lens. It can be carried by a
shoulder strap, or attached to SlipLock
base products ..................................19.95

Lens Case 5 (LOLC5SF)

Lens Case 3 (LOLC3SF)

Special protection for a longer lens, with
extra padding, an extra-rigid base and
compression straps. The belt slot takes an
optional S&F Deluxe Waistbelt — or you can
carry it on the shoulder strap. It holds a
300mm f/2.8 or 400mm f/3.5 lens with hood
reversed. Interior: 6 x 11.75˝ (DH).........44.95

Made with a rigid base to support
larger lenses. Capacity: an 80–200mm
f/2.8 or 35–350mm with their hood
reversed; or a 70–300mm plus hood.
Interior size: 4.5 x 8˝ (DH) ............24.95

Lens Case 2 (LOLC2SF)

Lens Case 5

It accepts a compact telephoto, wideangle, small zoom lens, or water bottle.
Interior size: 3.5 x 8.25˝ (DH) .......19.95

Lens Case 5s (LOLC5SSF)
Made with a rigid base and extra padding for
shorter, wider zoom lenses with image stabilizers. Slide a Deluxe Waistbelt or your own
belt through the DryFlo mesh-padded waistbelt and carry it in the small of your back for
optimum balance. Includes a shoulder strap
and compression straps to fasten to Trekker
AW packs. Capacity: an 80–200mm f/2.8 or
100–400mm with their hood reversed. Interior size: 6 x 9˝ (DH)...............................44.95

Lens Case 1N (LOLC1NSF)
Lens Case 5S

Lens Case 1W (LOLC1WSF)

Lens Case 4S

With an extra-rigid base to support
wider lenses. Capacity: wider lenses
such as 20–35mm f/2.8 zoom with
hood reversed and other short,
large-diameter lens. Interior size: 4D x
5˝ (DH)...........................................19.95

Lens Case 4 (LOLC4SF)
Features a rigid base, shoulder strap and
compression straps for attaching to other
Lowepro packs and bags. Capacity: an
80–200mm f/2.8 with its hood reversed; or a
300mm f/4 or 35–350mm plus hood. Interior
size: 4.5 x 10˝ (DH) .................................34.95

Lens Case 1S (LOLC1SSF)
Lens Case 3

Lens Case 4s (LOLC4SSF)
With a rigid base and additional padding for
shorter, wider zoom lenses. Includes shoulder
strap and compression straps to fasten to
Lowepro packs. Capacity: shorter, wider
zooms such as 28–200mm f/3.5 with hood
reversed; a 28–70mm f/2.8, 75–300mm f/4.0,
or 35–350mm with their hood reversed;
or a 17–35mm with hood. Interior size:
4.25 x 6˝ (DH) .........................................34.95

Includes a stacking divider. Capacity:
2 teleconverters or mid-range, variable
aperture zoom or fixed focal length
lens. Interior size: 3 x 5˝ (DH).......18.99

With a rigid base to support short
lenses. Capacity: 28–90mm f/4.0 zoom;
60mm f/2.8 micro; and 28mm f/2.8
(all without their hoods) and most
50mm lenses. The interior size is
3 x 3.5˝ (DH)..................................16.99

Lens Case 1 (LOLC1SF )
Lens Case 1W

Capacity: compact normal or side-angle
lens or short zoom. 3.25 x 5˝ (DH)
interior ............................................18.99
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LOWEPRO

ACCESSORIES
▲

Photo Gloves

Utility
Case

▲

Snap Top AW

A convenient, padded pouch designed to fit
the front pocket of the Utility Case – and
many other Lowepro bags and packs.
Vinyl-covered mesh pockets hold the filters;
a light background lining makes it easy to
find the right one. Capacity: up to 6 filters,
maximum 82mm. Interior dimensions are
8.25 x 1 x 4.5˝ (WDH). Water-resistant 600D
TXP ripstop outer fabric.........................13.95

Filter
Pocket

▲

A versatile all-purpose padded pouch
with adjustable dividers, laminated mesh
pocket and zippered compartments. The
front pocket is perfect for the Filter Pouch.
The three zip pockets, including a
NoDrop pocket, keep everything
organized and accessible. The Utility
Case holds a point & shoot camera, small
lenses, light meter or other accessories.
D-rings for use with a shoulder strap.
Interior size is 8 x 2.25 x 6˝ ................39.95

Topload Zoom Chest Harness (LOCHB)
A harness for active outdoor sports photographers, with maximum security and stability
for all Lowepro Topload Zoom holster-style
packs (except the Topload Zoom Mini).
Adjusts four ways for a perfect fit .............9.95

Photo
Gloves
▲

Bottle
Bag

▲

A compact, lightweight mesh bag for a
water bottle, film or accessories.
Capacity: 32 oz. Nalgene or bicycle bottle.
Its interior size is 3.75 x 7˝ (DH). It can
also be used for equipment or accessories.
Attachment tabs fasten it to any SlipLock
base product or your belt ...................12.50

Lightweight pouch stores and carries film, or
a combination of exposed and unexposed
film (in 3 separate adjustable compartments).
There’s an outer zip pocket, shoulder strap
and patented All Weather Cover. Capacity: up
to 40 rolls of 35mm film (in canisters) or 38
rolls of 120/220 film (out of the box). Size
(Interior): 7 x 3.5 x 6˝ (WDH)..............29.95

Filter Pocket (LOFPSF)

Utility Case (LOCUSF)

Bottle Bag (LOBBSF)

Film Organizer AW (LOFOAWSF)

Film Drop AW

▲

Soft, warm gloves made of Lycra, with
DuPont Thermax to wick away moisture,
and Control Dots to ensure a firm grip on
delicate camera and tripod controls.
Ideal for cold weather photography and
bicycling.
Medium Photo Gloves (LOGM) ..........24.95
Large Photo Gloves (LOGL) ................24.95
Extra Large Photo Gloves (LOGXL) .......24.95

Cinch Straps (LOSCSF)
Used to keep secure and stabilize loads
carried on S&F waistbelts or SlipLock base
products. Adjustable length up to 19˝......9.95

SlipLock Pouches
SlipLock pouches protect
everything from a compact
camera or binoculars to a fullsized 35mm SLR body or battery
pack. All pouches come with a
drawstring hood, shoulder strap
and SlipLock attachment tab.
Small pouches have a front mesh
pocket; Pouch 50 AW and 60 AW
have a built-in All Weather
Cover for added protection.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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SlipLock Pouch 60 AW (LOP60AWSF)
Size (Interior): 6.25 x 3 x 7˝ (WDH) ..........24.95
SlipLock Pouch 50 AW (LOP50AWSF)
Size (Interior): 5 x 3.25 x 6˝ (WDH) ..........18.95
SlipLock Pouch 30 (LOP30SF)
Size (Interior): 3.75 x 2.25 x 6˝ (WDH) .....15.95
SlipLock Pouch 20 (LOP20SF)
Size (Interior): 3.5 x 1.75 x 5.5˝ (WDH) ....13.95
SlipLock Pouch 10 (LOP10SF)
Size (Interior): 2.75 x 1.75 x 5.5˝ (WDH) ...12.95
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LOWEPRO

ADD-ONS & UPGRADES
Deluxe Shoulder Strap (LOSSDB)

Voyager C Camera Strap (LOVCSB)

Voyager S Camera Strap (LOVSSB)

A Lowepro invention, the body contoured,
thickly padded, nonslip strap is now the
industry standard for briefcases, notebook
cases, sports bags and luggage. An ergonomic
design ensures proper load distribution and
comfort, and there are tough, welded-metal,
full-rotation clips. One size fits all ..........16.95

The Lowepro Voyager C Camera Strap was
designed with the adventure photographer in
mind, and is also the perfect upgrade for photographers needing relief form those skinny,
stock straps. Made with a soft, breathable
neoprene material reinforced with nylon
webbing, it provides the extra padding
needed for extended hikes or carrying
heavier camera equipment. Two quick-release
buckles make switching from one camera
body to another fast and easy..................24.95

The Lowepro Voyager S Camera Strap is primarely designed for adventure photographers
who wear their cameras sling-style across the
chest. The straight Voyager S strap is also the
perfect upgrade for photographers needing
relief from those skinny, stock straps. Made of
soft, breathable neoprene material reinforced
with nylon webbing and coated with a nonslip backing; it also includes the extra padding
needed for extended hikes or carrying heavier
camera equipment...................................24.95

Speedster
Camera
Strap
▲

Give your shoulders a break! The Belt &
Buckle slips through the loops on many
Lowepro bags, distributing weight to your
hips for comfortable, hands-free carrying
and stability on rough ground. It provides
additional security by keeping the load close
to your body. One size fits all.....................7.95

Voyager C
Camera
Strap
▲

Belt & Buckle (LOBBZ)

Trekker DayPack II (LODPT2)

▲

A versatile daypack for your sweater, jacket
and snacks. It can be used on its own or can
be fastened to the front of the Trekker AW II
for extra storage capacity. It’s outer fabric is
made from water-resistant 600D ripstop
nylon. Dimensions are 12.5 x 3 x 18˝......36.95

▲

Voyager S Camera Strap

Filter
Pocket

Backpack Harness (LOBPH)

▲

Deluxe
Camera
Strap

Carries a fully loaded Professional AW or
large Nova AW bag in an upright position.
The CollarCut straps and 2-way adjustable
sternum strap are ergonomically designed to
distribute weight for greater comfort......29.95

Speedster Camera Strap (LOSSB)
Belt & Buckle

TopLoad Zoom
Chest Harness

▲

▲

A lightweight, compact and flexible camera
neck strap ever. The Speedster was designed
for active photographers and photojournalists.
Simple yet highly functional, it folds
efficiently into camera bags and easily adjusts
in length to accommodate a wide variety of
camera bodies and equipment. Two quickrelease buckles make switching from one
camera body to another fast and easy ....19.99

▲

Trekker DayPack II

Transporter Camera Strap (LOTSB)
Backpack
Harness

▲

Cinch Straps
▲

Designed for the professional or core
enthusiast photographer who works with
multiple cameras, binoculars or other
photography equipment. The unique design
includes a comfortable, non-slip shoulder
pad that stays in place even when the strap
is adjusted to a variety of lengths or swung
completely out of the way while using
another piece of equipment ....................19.95
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OP/TECH

STRAPS
Bin/Op Strap (OPSBOB): A stylish and
comfortable carrying system for
compact binoculars and cameras with
two connection points. It’s adjustable
from 16.5 - 31.5˝, and uses 1/4˝ webbing
to attach to the connection area..........9.95

Bin/Op Strap

Cam Strap: The perfect wrist strap for
small cameras, binoculars, or any other
small item. The slide on the neoprene
secures the strap snugly around the wrist.
Adjustable from 8˝ to 15˝. 1/4˝ webbing
attaches to the connection area. Available
in Forest Green, Wine, Navy, Red, Royal
Blue, and Black colors..........................8.50

Fashion Strap-3/8˝: Same as the Fashion
Strap; however, it uses 3/8˝ webbing for tight
connections and is adjustable from 27˝ to 55˝.
Available in Black, Red, Navy, Royal Blue,
Wine, Nature, Steel, and Forest Green .....15.95

Cam
Strap

Mini Loop Strap: A snap to attach, this is
the ideal strap for carrying cameras,
binoculars or light meters with only one
connection point. It uses a small cord
which can be threaded through a tight
connection area and measures 161⁄2˝ in
length. Available in Forest Green, Wine,
Navy, Red, Royal Blue, and Black ........8.95
Cinch Strap: A versatile strap for all small
cameras, binoculars or light meters. The
1/4˝ webbing can be fed easily through
single, double or channel connection
areas. It allows equipment to glide back
and forth, remaining balanced at all times.
It’s adjustable from 9˝ to 23˝. Available in
Forest Green, Wine, Navy, Red, Royal Blue,
and Black colors ...................................9.95

Fashion Strap: A comforatble neoprene strap
that fits most cameras and binoculars with a
patented, easy to attach connection system.
It adjusts from 38˝ to 44˝ and has quick
disconnects for added convenience. Available
in Black, Red, Navy, Royal Blue, Wine, Nature,
Steel, and Forest Green ..............................14.95

Mini Loop Strap

Cinch
Strap

Fashion Strap
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Super Classic Strap: Same tailored design as
the Classic Strap; however, it adds a patented
internal control-stretch system and Non Slip
Grip. Ideal for carrying a heavy camera,
binoculars or power pack. Available in 3/8˝
connectors (37-43˝) or Pro Loop connectors
(42-48˝). Available in Black.......................20.95

Super
Classic Strap

Gotcha Wrist Strap: Neoprene wraps
comfortably and snugly around the wrist
while 3/8˝ webbing easily attaches to the
camera. The wrist size adjusts from 7-10˝
and the webbing is from 5-14˝. A quick
disconnect offers added convenience.
Available in Navy, Red, Royal Blue ......8.95
Available in Black .................................9.95

www.bhphotovideo.com

E-Z Comfort Strap: Combines high quality
neoprene, leather and 3/8˝ webbing to form a
simple, yet comfortable strap. The slim design
and easy-to-use connection system make this
a great strap for binoculars and cameras.
Adjustable from 22˝-44˝. Available in Black,
Red, Navy, Nature, Steel, Forest Green........9.95
Classic Strap: A tailored design neck/shoulder
strap combines neoprene with “ComfortStretch Binding”. It attaches easily with 3/8˝
webbing and offers quick disconnects for
added convenience. It’s adjustable from
25-51˝. Available in Black, Red, Navy, Steel,
and Forest Green........................................17.95

Mini Loop Strap-QD: Easily adjustable
using a unique slide. It has a small quick
disconnect for added convenience. It’s
adjustable from 17-25˝ and can be worn
comfortably around the neck or shoulder.
Available in Forest Green, Wine, Navy,
Red, Royal Blue, and Black colors .......9.95
Cam Strap-QD: Featuring a small quick
disconnect, the Cam Strap-QD allows
you to quickly switch to the Mini Loop
Strap-QD. It secures comfortably around
the wrist and measures 10˝ long. Available
in Forest Green, Wine, Red, Royal Blue,
and Black colors ...................................9.50

Fashion Strap Bino Version: Similar to the
Fashion Strap without quick disconnects, it
measures from 24-45˝ using 3/8˝ webbing for
tight connection areas. Available in Black, Red,
Navy, Nature, Steel, and Forest Green.......14.95

Gotch
Wrist
Strap

The Pro Strap-3/8˝: The choice of pros. The
weight reduction system and Non Slip Grip
features make it absolutely essential for prolonged use of heavy cameras and power packs.
It’s fully adjustable from 25 to 51˝. Available in
Black, Wine Red, Steel, Red, Royal Blue, Navy
and Forest Green........................................19.95
Pro Loop Strap: Same comfort as the Pro
Strap-3/8˝ but it uses a unique loop connector
for tight camera connection points. Fully
adjustable from 37˝ to 43˝Available in Black,
Wine Red, Steel, Red, Royal Blue, Navy and
Forest Green. ..............................................19.95
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OP/TECH

STRAPS
Reporter Strap (OPSR)
Great for today’s active photographers and
wildlife enthusiasts. Comfortably carry two
cameras or a camera and binoculars at the
same time. The primary strap is adjustable
from 24˝ to 51˝ and attaches with quick disconnects to the main body of the strap. The
secondary strap is adjustable from 31˝ to 35˝
and attaches with snap hooks to D-Rings
located on the main body of the strap. Both
connection systems use the 3/8˝ webbing to
attach to your gear. Available in Black, Red,
Navy and Steel. .........................................20.95

Utility Strap (OPSUB)
For small bags, battery packs and more. It
incorporates neoprene internal support
foam, 3/4˝ webbing, quick disconnects and
rugged locking swivel clips. Fully adjustable
(approximately 40 – 53˝).........................19.95

Mini S.0.S.
Strap

Stabilizer Strap (OPSSB)
Keep your camera close to your body so
you’re free to enjoy hiking, climbing, biking,
etc. It incorporates a quick disconnect to easily attach on and off. For quick access to your
camera, merely stretch the neoprene over the
lens. Adjustable from 19˝ to 55˝ .............16.95

S.0.S.
Strap

Mini S.O.S. Strap (OPSSOSM)
The “Save On Shoulders” strap offers a
unique internal control-stretch system along
with a non skid surface. Attaches with metal
swivel hooks or 1˝ webbing. Adjustable from
20˝ to 52˝ .................................................16.95
S.O.S. Strap (OPSSOSB)
Same as above with 11⁄2˝ webbing ............19.95

Stabilizer
Strap
shown with
optional
Fashion
Strap

Grip Strap (OPSGB)
A secure system for carrying your camera in
your hand. Simply attach the metal base plate
to the tripod mount area and secure the Grip
Strap to your camera connection area. It adjusts to fit snugly across the back of the hand
as well as snaps comfortably around the
wrist. Security and convenience in one...28.95
Super Pro Strap (OPSSP)
Finally, you can benefit from Op/Tech’s
weight reduction system and Non Slip Grip
on your medium format and 35mm cameras
with retaining lugs. Super Pro Strap is
available in a choice of two metal clip designs.
Once the clip is attached, the unique plastic
locking slide mechanism is slid in place to secure the clip and protect the camera’s finish.
Super Pro Strap is fully adjustable from 37˝
to 46.5˝. Available in Steel, Navy, Red and
Black. ........................................................19.95

Utility Strap with 3/8˝ Connector
Similar to the standard Utility Strap, this
version features 3/8˝ webbing connectors and
is adjustable from 26˝ - 53˝ ....................CALL

Reporter Strap

Bag Strap (OPSB)
A soft, durable neoprene pad with comfortstretch backing make bags feel 50% lighter.
For small to medium weight bags. It offers
metal swivel hooks and is adjustable from 27˝
to 52˝ ........................................................22.50
Tripod Strap (OPST)
With thick neoprene padding, this tripod
strap is very easy on your shoulder. Simply
attach one side near the neck of the tripod,
and the other at the base of the legs. Fully
adjustable from 15˝ to 44˝ ......................23.95

Tripod Strap

Grip Strap

Tripod Leg Wraps (OPTLW)
Wraps each leg individually to protect the
legs against damage and to give you added
comfort against shoulder fatigue. It also keeps
the cold metal legs “under wraps” and away
from your skin. Available in three sizes: 1˝,
11⁄4˝, 11⁄2˝ diameter leg sizes. The 17˝ foam can
be cut to fit your needs ............................26.95

SYSTEM CONNECTORS
Straps can be lengthened or shortened to be worn across or at chest level. Sets of 2.
Swivel Hook Connectors (OPSCSH):
11˝-17˝ each side.......................................8.50

Super Pro Connectors-A Design (OPSCSPA):
9˝-13˝ each side.........................................9.95

Adjustable Connectors (OPSCA):
8.5˝-12˝ each side......................................7.50

Super Pro Connectors-B Design (OPSCSPC):
10˝-15˝ each side.......................................9.95

3/8˝ Web Connectors (OPSC38): Comes with
most straps. 4˝-17˝ each side....................7.50

Uni-Loop: 3.5˝ System Connector ..........7.95

Pro Loop Connectors-1 ⁄4˝ Webbing
(OPSCPL): 10˝-13˝ each side .......................8.50

Uni Adaptor Loop: 10.5˝ - 13.5˝..............8.75
Reporter/Backpack: 8.5˝ - 10.5˝..............8.75
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PELIC AN
HARD WATERTIGHT CASES
Watertight Equipment Protector Cases
The world’s toughest protector cases, Pelican cases are built to perform in the most severe
condition. Designed for active photographers and backed by an unconditional lifetime
guarantee, the cases are watertight and airtight to 30´, dustproof, corrosion proof and unbreakable, for the ultimate in protection. Constructed of lightweight space-age
structural resin with a neoprene o-ring seal and exclusive purge valve, most cases are
supplied complete with pre-scored pick ‘n’ pluck foam or padded dividers
(no cutting required), but are also available without the foam. They also include locking flanges, massive multiple latches for absolute security
and a comfortable molded fold down handle.

◆ Exclusive 1/4˝ neoprene o-ring

◆ Prescored “pick-n-pluck” foam or padded

guarantees a perfect seal. Neither dust or
water can penetrate this barrier.

dividers protect even the most sensitive
equipment.
◆ Cases far exceed the highest standards of

◆ Built-in o-ring sealed pressure purge

in-

dustrial, airline, military and
commercial applications:

valve allows for quick equalization after
changes in altitude or temperature.

Stacking: 400 lbs.; Drop Test: 48˝

◆ Incredibly light structural foam resin

Humidity: 120° F;

shell always looks new, and is unaffected
by dents, scratches or corrosion.

Immersion: 2˝ at 160°F

HARD CASES
Model

Interior (LxWxD)

Outside (LxWxD)

Colors

With Foam

Without Foam

1120

73⁄8 x 47⁄8 x 31⁄16˝

81⁄4 x 69⁄16 x 39⁄16˝

Black, Silver, Blue, Orange, Yellow

PE1120F ..........20.95

PC1120NF ...........16.95

1150

83⁄8 x 57⁄8 x 311⁄16˝

91⁄4 x 79⁄16 x 43⁄8˝

Black, Silver, Blue, Orange, Yellow

PC1150F ..........23.95

PC1150NF ...........20.95

1200

9 ⁄8 x 7 ⁄4 x 4 ⁄16˝

105⁄8 x 911⁄16 x 47⁄8˝

Black, Silver, Yellow, Orange

PC1200F ..........33.25

PC1200NF ...........28.95

1300

9 ⁄8 x 7 ⁄4 x 6 ⁄8˝

10 ⁄8 x 9 ⁄16 x 6 ⁄8˝

Black, Silver, Yellow, Orange

PC1300F ..........40.50

PC1300NF ...........33.95

1400

12 x 91⁄16 x 53⁄16˝

133⁄8 x 115⁄8 x 6˝

Black, Silver, Yellow, Orange

PC1400F ..........60.50

PC1400NF ...........49.95

1420

13 x 5 x 10˝

15 x 81⁄2 x 101⁄2˝

Black

1450

1413⁄16 x 103⁄8 x 6˝

16 x 13 x 67⁄8˝

Black, Silver, Yellow, Orange

1470

15 ⁄4 x 10 ⁄16 x 3 ⁄4˝

16 ⁄16 x 13 ⁄16 x 4 ⁄8˝

Black Only

PC1470F ..........89.50

1490

177⁄8 x 111⁄2 x 41⁄8˝

197⁄16 x 1315⁄16 x 411⁄16˝

Black Only

PC1490F ........107.95

PC1490NF ...........98.95

1500

17 x 11 ⁄16 x 6 ⁄8˝

18 ⁄2 x 14 ⁄16 x 6 ⁄16˝

Black, Silver, Yellow, Orange

PC1504 ..........109.95

PC1500F ..........89.95

PC1500NF ...........77.95

1510

17 x 117⁄16 x 61⁄8˝

181⁄2 x 141⁄16 x 615⁄16˝

Black, Silver, Yellow, Orange

PC1514 ..........152.95

PC1510F ........128.95

PC1510NF .........108.95

1520

17 ⁄8 x 12 ⁄4 x 6 ⁄4˝

19 ⁄8 x 15 ⁄16 x 7 ⁄16˝

Black, Silver, Yellow, Orange

PC1524 ..........127.95

PC1520F ..........98.95

PC1520NF ...........84.50

1550

1815⁄16 x 147⁄16 x 73⁄4˝

2011⁄16 x 173⁄16 x 89⁄16˝

Black, Silver, Yellow, Orange

PC1554 ..........153.95

PC1550F ........177.00

PC1550NF ...........93.95

1600

21 ⁄4 x 16 ⁄16 x 7 ⁄8˝

24 ⁄4 x 19 ⁄16 x 8 ⁄16˝

Black, Silver, Yellow, Orange

PC1604 ..........174.95

PC1600F ........129.95

PC1600NF .........108.95

1610

223⁄16 x 171⁄8 x 109⁄16˝

249⁄16 x 195⁄16 x 1115⁄16˝

Black

PC1614 ..........209.95

PC1610F ........149.95

PC1610NF .........129.95

1620

221⁄16 x 17 x 129⁄16˝

2413⁄16 x 193⁄8 x 137⁄8˝

Black

PC1624 ..........264.95

PC1620F ........169.95

PC1620NF .........144.95

1650

29 x 177⁄8 x 101⁄2˝

321⁄2 x 201⁄2 x 115⁄16˝

Black

PC1654 ..........256.95

PC1650F ........191.95

PC1650NF .........163.95

1660

29 ⁄8 x 20 ⁄2 x 17 ⁄8˝

31 ⁄2 x 22 ⁄8 x 18 ⁄8˝

Black

PC1664 ..........364.95

PC1660F ........254.95

PC1660NF .........231.95

1700

35 ⁄4 x 13 ⁄16 x 5 ⁄4˝

38 ⁄8 x 17 ⁄16 x 6 ⁄8˝

Black

PC1700F ........154.95

PC1700NF .........143.95

1750

501⁄2 x 137⁄16 x 51⁄4˝

53 x 177⁄16 x 61⁄16˝

Black

PC1750F ........181.95

PC1750NF .........159.95
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With Dividers

PC1450F ..........51.95
PC1454 ..........102.95

PC1450F ..........76.95

PC1450NF ...........66.95
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TAMR AC

EXPEDITION SERIES
BACKPACKS
Tamrac’s Expedition Series backpacks set the standard of quality, function and comfort
for photographic backpacks. Besides their striking design, some unique highlights of
these backpacks include the Dual “wing” accessory pockets with water-resistant zippers
that organize and provide quick access to important accessories without disturbing
other gear. The patented Memory & Battery Management System uses red flags to
identify available memory cards and batteries. Dual-Density Comfort Pads on the
back provide maximum carrying comfort and Air Flow Channels help to keep you cool
and dry. The QuickClip tripod attachment system securely holds a tripod centered and
balanced between the “wing” accessory pockets while the lower plastic-reinforced
Tripod Foot Pocket holds two tripod legs secure.

Expedition 8

Expedition 7

Expedition 8 (TA5578)
The Expedition 8 is Tamrac’s largest backpack
for carrying the most extensive collection of
photo equipment. The main compartment
has numerous adjustable, foam-padded dividers to protect multiple pro-size SLRs, a full
range of lenses, and flashes. A BioCurve dual
pivoting waist belt and contoured harness
provide a custom fit and distribute the weight
of the pack evenly. It also features Windowpane-Mesh pockets, water-resistant zippers,
and MAS and SAS attachment slots. It’s dimensions are 13 x 131⁄2 x 22˝ and it weighs 7
lbs. 4 oz ...................................................229.95

Expedition 7 (TA5577)
This full-featured backpack holds a wide range of
SLRs, lenses, and accessories. It’s dimensions are
13 x 131⁄2 x 191⁄2˝, and it weighs 6 lbs. 5 oz........199.95
Expedition 5 (TA5575)
A medium-sized backpack with foam-padded
protection for multiple SLRs, 5-6 lenses and
accessories. 123⁄4 x 10 x 16˝, 4 lbs. 5 oz.............139.95
Expedition 4 (TA5574)
A feature rich, compact pack that holds an SLR, 3-4
lenses (including a 200mm zoom), and accessories.
12 x 91⁄2 x 14˝. Weighs 3 lbs. 13 oz....................121.95

“Wing” accessory pockets
feature Tamrac’s patented Memory and
Battery Management System.

Expedition 5

Expedition 4

Expedition 3

Expedition 3: Offers expeditionlevel performance in a compact
photo backpack. This full-featured
pack holds most SLRs with a lens
attached up to 7˝ long, 2-3 lenses
and accessories. Available in Black
(TA5273B) and Green (TA5273GR).
9 x 61⁄4 x 13˝. It weighs 2 lb. .....49.95

The Expedition
8 and 7 both
feature a Rear
Harness System.
This consists of a
BioCurve dual
pivoting waist belt
and contoured
harness to provide
a custom fit and
distribute the
weight of the pack
evenly

Front accessory pocket features
Tamrac’s Memory and Battery
Management System
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ADVENTURE SERIES
BACKPACKS
Tamrac’s Adventure Series photo backpacks have modern and sleek designs, that, for security, do not look like camera bags. In
these lightweight, uniquely designed backpacks, the lower sections are completely foam-padded camera bag compartments,
while the upper sections hold a light jacket, lunch or other items necessary for your next photo adventure. Their features include Tamrac’s patented Memory & Battery Management System™, mesh side pockets for accessories and water bottles, and
comfortable, foam-padded harnesses.
Adventure 9 Photo/Computer Backpack
The Adventure 9 is a modern backpack
designed for the SLR photographer with a
pro digital or film SLR (such as Canon’s
EOS 1D Series or Nikon’s D2 Series)
with a grip and 5˝ lens attached, several
additional lenses, a flash, accessories
and a laptop. The completely
foam-padded lower compartment
protects photo gear, while the large
top compartment holds personal items.
A separate, completely foam-padded
rear compartment provides quick
access to a laptop, up to 151⁄2 x 11 x
2˝ in size, without disturbing photo
equipment. Tamrac’s patented Memory & Battery
Management System™ uses red flags to identify available memory cards
and batteries from ones that are used up. Available in Red/Black
(TA5549RB), Gray/Black (TA5549GB), and Camo/Black(TA5549C). 13 x 11 x
20˝; it weighs 4 lbs. 3 oz ....................................................................124.95

Adventure 7
The Adventure 7 is designed for the SLR
photographer with a large digital or film SLR
(such as Canon’s EOS 1D Series or Nikon’s
D2 Series) with a grip and 5˝ lens attached,
several additional lenses, a flash and accessories. The completely foam-padded lower
compartment protects photo gear, while
the large top compartment holds personal items. Tamrac’s patented Memory
& Battery Management System™ uses
red flags to identify available memory
cards and batteries from ones that are used
up. Available in Red/Black (TA5547RB), Gray/Black (TA5547GB), and
Camo/Black(TA5547C). 131⁄2 x 9 x 171⁄2˝; it weighs 2 lbs. 6.2 oz............67.50

Adventure 6
Adventure 6 holds a digital or film SLR (such as Canon’s 30D or Nikon’s
D80) with a 31⁄2˝ lens attached, an additional lens, a small flash and
accessories. Available in Red/Black (TA5546RB), Gray/Black (TA5546GRB),
and Camo/Black (TA5546C). 111⁄2 x 81⁄2 x 151⁄4˝; weighs 1 lb. 15.5 oz ....59.95

MESSENGERS
Sleek and hip, Tamrac’s Adventure Series Messenger Bags have a comfortable, slim profile for navigating
life while safely and discretely transporting your photo gear. They feature Speed Flap™ Tops that
open to reveal adjustable, foam-padded internal dividers that provide a custom fit to camera
equipment. Zippered front pockets, full-length zippered Speed Pockets™ on the flaps and rear
pockets provide extra storage for manuals and accessories, while a side pocket is perfect for a cell
phone or MP3 player.
Adventure Messenger 4
This slim-profile messenger bag is great for carrying a digital or film SLR with a zoom lens attached (up to 6” long),
several additional lenses and a flash. A padded shoulder strap and EasyGrip™ carrying handle provide convenient
carrying options, while the Piggy-Back Pocket™ allows the bag to be slipped over the handle of Tamrac’s rolling cases
or rolling luggage. Available in Red/Black(TA5534RB), Gray/Black (TA5534GB) and Camo/Black (TA5534C). 131⁄4 x 53⁄4 x 93⁄4˝;
it weighs 1 lb. 9.8 oz........................................................................................................................................................44.95
Adventure Messenger 3
Compact messenger bag for a digital or film SLR with a zoom lens attached (up to 51⁄2˝ long), an additional lens and a compact flash. Available in Red/Black (TA5533RB), Gray/Black (TA5533GB) and Camo/Black
(TA5533RB). 93⁄4 x 53⁄4 x 91⁄2˝ ; it weighs 1 lb. 3.8 oz.................................34.95
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Adventure Messenger 1
Ultra-compact messenger bag for a compact digital or film SLR with a
lens attached (up to 31⁄2˝ long) and accessories. Available in Red/Black
(TA5531RB), Gray/Black (TA5531GB) and Camo/Black (TA5531C). 81⁄4 x 51⁄2 x
71⁄2˝; it weighs 14 oz. ............................................................................24.95
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VELOCITY SERIES
SLING

PACKS

The Velocity Series combines contemporary styling with innovative design features to
provide quick access, ease of use and excellent protection.
5769

Velocity 9x

5769

The Velocity 9x holds a pro digital or film SLR with a grip and 10˝
zoom lens attached (such as a 70-200mm), extra lenses and a flash.
The Velocity 9x can be carried comfortably like a backpack, but
when swung around to the front, the secure zippered top opens
away from the body for fast and convenient access to camera gear.
A well-padded sling strap comfortably distributes the weight, but
need not be removed for access to photo gear. The front pocket
features Tamrac’s Memory & Battery Management System™ to
identify available memory cards and batteries. A Tuck-A-Way™
waist belt helps stabilize the pack. Customizable with Tamrac’s
optional M.A.S. accessories. Available in Black (TA5769B) and Blue
(TA5769BL). Its dimensions are 13 x 7 x 151⁄2˝; it weighs 2 lbs. 8 oz... 79.95

Velocity 8x: Slightly smaller than the Velocity 9x, this sling pack holds a pro digital or film SLR with a
grip and 8” lens attached (such as most 70-200mm), extra lenses and a flash. Available in Black
(TA576801B) and Blue (TA576804BL). Its dimensions are 121⁄4 x 6 x 131⁄2˝; it weighs 2 lbs ............................69.95

Velocity 7x
This ultra-functional sling pack carries like a backpack, but swings around to the front for quick access
to an SLR with a 6” lens attached and a couple of additional lenses. The secure zippered top opens away
from the body for fast and convenient access to photo gear. A well-padded sling strap comfortably
distributes the weight, but need not be removed to access photo equipment.
A Tuck-A-Way™ waist belt helps stabilize the pack. The front pocket
features Tamrac’s Memory & Battery Management System™ to
identify available memory cards and batteries. Customizable with
Tamrac’s optional M.A.S. accessories. Available in Black (TA576701B)
and Blue (TA576704BL). 111⁄2x 51⁄2 x 12˝; it weighs 1 lb. 9 oz .........59.95

5768

Velocity 6x: Tamrac’s most compact sling pack is perfect for a
compact digital or film SLR with a lens attached up to 5” long,
another small lens or flash and accessories. Available in Black (TA576601B)
and Blue (TA576604BL). 91⁄4 x 51⁄4 x 101⁄4˝; it weighs 1 lb....................39.95

5767

P H O T O H I P PA C K C O N V E R T I B L E
5766

Velocity 5x : It doesn’t look like a camera bag, but it
holds a digital or film SLR with a 5˝ zoom lens attached, an
additional lens and a flash. It converts from a shoulder bag
to a hip pack with the Tuck-A-Way™ hip belt. For fast access to camera gear, the zippered top opens away from the
body. The front pocket features Tamrac’s Memory & Battery Management System™ to identify available memory
cards and batteries. Compatible with Tamrac’s optional
M.A.S.™ and S.A.S.™ products. Available in Black (TA576501B)
and Blue ( TA576504BL). 12 x 7 x 93⁄4˝; it weighs 1 lb. 12 oz ..................59.95
5767
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COMPUTER BACKPACKS & CYBERPRO
C Y B E R PA C K S
Combine your laptop, SLR equipment, and accessories in a convenient, easy-to-carry backpack.
CyberPacks are completely padded with thick, closed-cell foam and have foam-padded plastic
platforms in the bottom for shock protection. Inside the main compartment, adjustable dividers
can be customized to fit cameras, lenses and other accessories. A separate and completely foampadded compartment provides quick access to a laptop without disturbing photo gear. You can
add Modular and Strap Accessory System components to customize these packs.
CyberPack 8 Photo/Computer Backpack (TA5258B)
Ideal for the pro traveling with a ton of gear. The main compartment accepts multiple camera bodies, a long
telephoto lens up to 131⁄2˝ attached to an SLR, an array of additional lenses, strobes, and a large laptop up to 11 x
2 x 151⁄2˝. A professional tripod can be securely carried using the QuickClip tripod attachment system. A padded
shoulder harness, padded hip belt, and sternum strap ease the burden of carrying this well equipped pack.
Available in Black. 131⁄2 x 111⁄4 x 20˝; weighs 7 lb. 7 oz.......................................................................................169.95

CyberPack 6

CyberPack 8

CyberPack 6 Photo/Computer Backpack (TA5256B)
Similar, yet more compact than the CyberPack 8, the CyberPack 6 can accommodate 2 pro-sized SLR
cameras, many lenses including an f/2.8 200mm zoom lens and a couple of strobes. Laptops up to 11 x 2 x 13˝
are protected in a separate, foam-padded compartment. 131⁄2 x 101⁄4 x 17˝; weighs 5 lb. 13 oz ......................129.95

759: PHOTO/COMPUTER BACKPACK
The main compartment will hold a full range of cameras, lenses and related gear including a pro-sized digital or film SLR with an attached lens up to 11˝ long. Adjustable,
foam-padded dividers allow customization to exactly match your mix of cameras,
lenses and equipment. Windowpane-Mesh pockets on the front panel inside the main
compartment hold filters and other small accessories visible and within easy reach.
◆ The front panel of
TA759B

27995

$

the pack unzips to
reveal a set of organizer pockets designed to hold CDs, memory cards,
floppy disks, cables, cords, and other
computer-related accessories.

HOLDS
LAPTOPS

◆ In back, a foam-padded compartment holds a

laptop such as an Apple’s 15˝ MacBook Pro or
others up to 13 x 11 x 2˝.
◆ Dimensions:

121⁄2 x 101⁄4 x 151⁄2˝; it weighs 5 lb.
5 oz ...............................................................279.95

CYBERPRO
Turbo CyberPro Photo/Computer Briefcase

(TA5618B)

A slim, briefcase-style carrying system for your laptop and photo gear. The patented TurboTop opens with a
quick pull of the parallel double zippers to provide instant access to your equipment. Inside, foam-padded
dividers organize and protect your equipment in a vertical orientation for a slim profile. A separate,
foam-padded pocket in back protects laptops up to 11 x 2 x 151⁄2˝. Numerous interior and exterior pockets
organize your accessories. An exclusive Slide Pocket with the Memory & Battery Management System helps
to identify available memory cards and batteries from ones that are used up. Features include Modular Accessory and Strap Accessory System attachment slots, and a Piggy-Back Pocket to slip the bag over the handle of
rolling luggage. 171⁄2 x 81⁄4 x 121⁄2˝. It weighs 3 lb. 13 oz ....................................................................................99.95
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BACKPACKS
EXTREME

SERIES

BACKPACKS

Tamrac’s Extreme Series Photo Backpacks are expedition-level photo backpacks constructed of the
strongest, lightest and most versatile high-performance materials available, some developed exclusively
for Tamrac. Each pack has lightweight nylon lining, adjustable dividers and thick closed-cell foam.
787 - Extreme Super Photo Backpack

(TA787B)

The Extreme Super Photo Backpack is a full-sized, expedition-level photo backpack that is designed to carry a
maximum amount of digital and photo equipment. The main compartment is filled with adjustable, foam-padded dividers that will hold the widest range of lenses and equipment. Windowpane-Mesh pockets on the inside of the
front panel are perfect for filters and small accessories. The harness straps and hip belt are contoured and
thickly foam padded. Additional features include: M.A.S. and S.A.S. attachment slots, QuickClip
tripod attachment system, LockDown Rain Flaps, plastic platform in bottom, adjustable sternum strap,
large front pocket, outer mesh pocket and lash tabs on the pack. Available in Black. It’s dimensions are
12 x 111⁄4 x 221⁄2˝ (WxDxH). It weighs 7 lbs. 8 oz ........................................................................................369.95

777 Summit Photo Backpack

767 Photo Trail Backpack

Accommodates a combination of two
digital or film SLR cameras (one with a
long lens attached), a lot of lenses and
equipment. 12 x 111⁄2 x 173⁄4˝ (WxDxH).
Available in Black (TA777B).
It weighs 6 lbs. 11 oz....................339.95

This compact backpack will hold
cameras with attached lenses up to 11˝
long, making it excellent for everyday
multi-purpose use. 12 x 107⁄8 x 151⁄2˝
(WxDxH). Available in Black (TA767B).
It weighs 5 lbs. 4 oz......................259.95

LIGHTWEIGHT

PHOTO

BACKPACKS

Travel Pack 71
Tamrac’s most compact photo backpack, the Travel Pack 71 holds a compact SLR with an attached lens, a couple of additional lenses and accessories. The front zippered pocket has paraphernalia pockets and the Memory & Battery Management System, which uses red flags to
identify fresh memory cards and batteries. Mesh pockets in the front, on the sides and inside
the pack hold extra accessories. Accepts optional S.A.S. and M.A.S. accessories. Available in
Black (TA5371B), Blue (TA5371BL) and Red (TA5371R). 9 x 71⁄4 x 111⁄2˝ and it weighs 1 lb. 7oz .....38.95

Adventure 75
This lightweight, high-mobility pack provides foam-padded protection and quick access to multiple SLRs, lenses, a flash and accessories. The interior lid of the main compartment features Tamrac’s patented Memory & Battery Management System that uses red flags to identify available
memory cards and batteries. Windowpane-Mesh pockets organize film, filters and other small accessories. The QuickClip tripod attachment system accommodates a tripod centered and balanced
on the pack. A comfortable, foam-padded backpack harness and adjustable waist strap provide
easy carrying comfort. A front pocket holds a light jacket or accessories. Accepts Tamrac’s M.A.S.
and S.A.S. accessories. 13 x 81⁄2 x 16˝. It weighs 4 lb. 2 oz. Available in Black (TA5375B) and Forest
Green (TA5375GR) .............................................................................................................................99.95
Adventure 74
Versatile pack holds an SLR with lens attached, several lenses and accessories. Features Memory &
Battery Management, QuickClip tripod attachment system and numerous accessory pockets.
Available in Black (TA5374B) and Green (TA5374GR). 12 x 81⁄2 x 13˝; it weighs 3 lb. 8 oz. ...............74.95
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PRO, SYSTEM & EXPLORER SERIES
PRO

SERIES

Designed for today’s active photographers, Pro Series bags are lightweight, extremely durable
and provide excellent protection for photographic equipment. They adjust to fit and protect a
wide variety of photographic equipment.
Pro 12 (TA5612B): The Pro 12 holds two cameras with attached lenses, many more lenses and accessories. The
foam-padded interior features the patented Lens-Bridge divider system. ZipDrop front pockets have organizer
pockets and a Windowpane-Mesh accessory pockets. Additional features include Dual Action Top, WindowpaneMesh pockets inside the top, Memory & Battery Management System, large side pockets, a zippered back pocket,
a strong plastic platform in bottom, tripod straps, EasyGrip handle, and adjustable, padded BioCurve shoulder
strap. Available in Black. 191⁄2 x 101⁄2 x 10˝; it weighs 4 lbs. 7 oz...........................................................................119.95
Pro 8: A pro-sized bag that carries two cameras with their attached
lenses. Dimensions are 161⁄2 x 91⁄4 x 9˝, and it weighs 3 lbs. 3 oz. Available
in Black (TA5608B) and Blue(TA5608BL) ................................................89.95

Pro 5 (TA5605B): A compact bag that accommodates pro SLRs with most
70-200mm lenses attached. Dimensions are 113⁄4 x 8 x 12˝; it weighs 2
lbs. 5 oz. Available in Black. ................................................................59.95

SYSTEM SERIES
System 6: The System 6 holds a digital or film SLR with an attached zoom lens in Tamrac’s USA
patented Lens-Bridge and LensGate Divider Systems, 3 to 4 extra lenses and a flash. Features include:
Dual Action Top, completely foam-padded adjustable dividers, Tamrac’s patented Memory & Battery
Management System for identifying available memory cards and batteries, ZipDrop front pocket for
accessories, side pockets for extra storage, zippered back pocket for important papers, EasyGrip carrying handle, Piggy-Back Pocket, BioCurve shoulder strap with a non-slip patch, and tripod straps.
Compatible with Tamrac’s Strap Accessory System (S.A.S.) for complete customization. Available in
Black (TA5606B) and Blue (TA5606BL). Dimensions are 14 x 91⁄2 x 9˝; it weighs 2 lbs. 7 oz. ................ 59.95
System 3: Perfect for photographers with an SLR, two or three
lenses and a few accessories. Dimensions are 101⁄2 x 91⁄4 x 8˝,
and it weighs 1 lb. 5 oz. It is available in Black (TA5603B) and Blue
(TA5603BL) colors .........................................................................52.95

System 2: An excellent, compact bag for a photographer with an
SLR, couple lenses and a small flash. Dimensions are 10 x 8 x 61⁄2˝,
and it weighs 1 lb. 4 oz. It is available in Black (TA5602B) and Blue
(TA5602BL) colors .........................................................................38.95

EXPLORERS
The Explorers are slim profile camera bags with digitally oriented features to accommodate digital or film SLRs and
accessories. All feature Dual Foam Technology that combines closed-cell foam to provide maximum shock protection with
open-cell foam for vibration dampening and custom fit.
Explorer 2: A slim bag for cameras with attached lens up to 5˝ long, an extra lens, plus a flash and accessories. Features include Total Coverage Top, Memory & Battery Management System for identifying available memory cards
and batteries, a pocket in the lid for lens cleaning paper, a front organizer pocket, an EasyGrip carrying handle, and
a foam-padded, BioCurve shoulder strap. S.A.S. and M.A.S. attachment slots allow complete customization.
91⁄2 x 71⁄4 x 9˝; it weighs 1 lb. 6 oz. Available in Black (TA5502B) and Blue (TA5502BL) colors.........................................34.95
Explorer 1: Similar to the
Explorer 2, but slightly smaller.
Available in Black (TA5501B) and
Blue (TA5501BL). 81⁄2 x 63⁄4 x 81⁄2˝.
It weighs 1 lb. 2 oz.................29.95
Explorer 2
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Explorer 10: Accepts a compact
SLR with lens attached and a few
accessories. Available in Black
(TA5510B) and Blue (TA5510BL)
colors. 73⁄4 x 61⁄4 x 81⁄4˝. It weighs
15 oz ......................................23.95

Micro Explorer: Perfect for a
larger digital camera. Available in
Black (TA5500B) and Blue (TA5500BL)
colors. 71⁄2 x 53⁄4 x 71⁄2˝. It weighs
10 oz ......................................21.95
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EXPRESS SERIES
Tamrac’s stylish new Express Series combines upscale, contemporary designs with the functionality that only a Tamrac
camera bag provides. These sophisticated products deliver quick access and equipment protection without sacrificing style.
Highlighted with ultra suede accents in stylish colors, the Express Series will fit everyone’s lifestyle.
Express Pack 8
This upscale photo backpack
with ultra suede trim has a
foam-padded lower compartment
for photo equipment and a top
compartment for personal items.
In the bottom compartment,
adjustable, foam-padded dividers
protect and provide a custom
fit to an SLR with a 31⁄2˝ lens
attached, an additional lens and
a compact flash. The top
compartment holds personal
items and features a zippered
pocket inside to keep small
items secure. The front pocket
has paraphernalia pockets for a
phone or PDA, and a zippered pocket inside to organize accessories
and personal items. Side pockets and a quick access zippered pocket on
the front flap provide abundant additional storage space. The shoulder
straps are foam padded for comfort, but have a sleek, low profile.
Available in Black (TA3548B) and Khaki (TA3548K). 11 x 63⁄4 x 141⁄4˝; it
weighs 1 lb. 12.6 oz. ...........................................................................59.95

EXPRESS

Express 6 Camera Bag
This upscale shoulder bag with ultra suede trim
is perfect for a digital or film SLR with lens up
to 51⁄2˝ attached, an additional lens, a flash and
accessories. Adjustable, foam-padded dividers
provide a custom fit to protect equipment.
The front pocket has paraphernalia pockets
and a zippered pocket inside to organize accessories and personal items. A Speed
Pocket™ on the front flap and a zippered
pocket in the back provide quick access to
an instruction manual or a small
notepad. A side pocket is ideal for a mobile
phone, PDA or MP3 player. A
padded, adjustable shoulder strap and a carrying
handle provide convenient carrying options.
Available in Black (TA3536B) and Khaki (TA3536K).
10 x 6 x 9˝; it weighs 1 lb. 1.2 oz ...............34.95
Express 5 Camera Bag
Holds a compact digital or film SLR with lens up
to 31⁄2˝ attached, an additional lens, a flash and
accessories. Available in Black (TA3535B) and Khaki
(TA3535K). 8 x 51⁄2 x 71⁄2˝. It weighs 11.8 oz .......24.95

CASES

These compact ultra suede upscale cases are perfect for ultra-thin digital cameras and phones.

Express Case 3
This compact case features protective closedcell foam padding, a secure magnetic snap
closure, and elastic sides to provide a perfect
fit to most ultra-thin cameras. A belt loop
and removable shoulder strap provide
convenient carrying options. Available in
Black (TA3583B), Red (TA3583R) , Desert Gold
(TA3583G) and Lt. Blue (TA3583LBL). 4 x 11⁄8 x 3˝;
it weighs 2 oz ............................................14.95

Express Case 2
This compact case features protective closedcell foam padding, a secure magnetic snap
closure, and elastic sides to provide a perfect
fit to most ultra-thin cameras. A belt loop
and removable shoulder strap provide convenient carrying options. Available in Black
(TA3582B), Red (TA3582R), Desert Gold (TA3582G)
and Lt. Blue (TA3582LBL). 27⁄8 x 11⁄8 x 41⁄2˝; it
weighs 1.8 oz ............................................14.95

Express Phone Case
This ultra suede phone case has a secure
magnetic snap closure, and elastic sides to
provide protection for most popular mobile
phones. A unique attachment system allows
it to be attached to a belt or shoulder strap.
Available in Black (TA3573B), Red (TA3573R),
Desert Gold (TA3573G) and Light Blue
(TA3573LBL). It’s dimensions are 21⁄4 x 11⁄8 x 43⁄8˝;
it weighs 1 oz ............................................11.95
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SUPER PROS AND PRO SYSTEMS
HOLD
LAPTOPS*

SUPER

PROS

Super Pros accommodate pro-size digital and film SLRs cameras, multiple large lenses (with shades) and flashes. And with
exception of the the 617, all Super Pros will hold a notebook computer! Their features include adjustable divider systems,
ZipDrop pockets, total coverage tops, Pop-Off pockets and much more!
*with exception of Model 617

619 - Super Pro 19

614 - Super Pro 14

A slim, briefcase-style bag for photographers
who carry two large SLRs or digital cameras,
multiple large lenses (with shades), and accessories. Foam-padded rear pocket protects
other accessories or a laptop like an Apple
MacBook. Inside this pocket are three
elastic compartments to hold extra
batteries, chargers, adapters, etc.
Features include total coverage top,
Tamrac’s Memory & Battery Management System, Pop-Off pocket, elastic
accessory loops, a front flap pocket,
two large end pockets, two rear ticket
pockets, Strap Accessory System attachment slots, tripod straps, Piggy-Back Pocket and
EasyGrip handle. Available in Black (TA619B). 19 x 10 x 121⁄2˝ (WxDxH);
it weighs 4 lbs. 14 oz .........................................................................274.95

Tamrac’s largest Lens-Bridge camera
bag for carrying the widest range of
pro and digital SLR cameras, multiple
large lenses and accessories.
Foam-padded rear pocket protects
accessories or a thin notebook
computer. Features a total
coverage top, Tamrac’s Memory
& Battery Management System,
adjustable foam-padded compartments, Tamrac’s Lens-Bridge
divider system, Pop-Off pocket,
Piggy-Back Pocket, S.A.S. attachment slots,
Speed Pocket on front flap, foam-padded end pockets and tripod straps.
Available in Black (TA614B) and Gray (TA614G). 24 x 14 x 111⁄2˝; it weighs 7
lbs. 3 oz ..............................................................................................319.95

617 - Super Pro 17

613 - Super Pro 13

Accepts two pro-sized bodies fully packed, 2 large lenses (most 200mm
lenses and shades), a flash, and accessories. 13 x 81⁄4 x 111⁄2˝ (WxDxH).
Available in Black (TA617B). It weighs 3 lbs. 6 oz...............................209.95

For those with a full complement of pro and digital SLR cameras,
multiple large lenses and accessories. Available in Black (TA613B) and
Gray (TA613G). 21 x 13 x 11˝, it weighs 5 lbs. 14 oz ..........................274.95

PRO

SYSTEMS

Pro Systems bags are designed to carry two SLRs with lenses attached, numerous other lenses and accessories. They’re loaded
with features like Tamrac’s patented Lens-Bridge divider system, adjustable foam-padded dividers, Tamrac’s Memory & Battery Management System, ZipDrop paraphernalia and mesh pockets, end pockets and the unique Piggy-Back Pocket for slipping the bag over the handle of rolling luggage.
612 - Pro System 12

Pro System 12

It accepts two SLRs, 6-8 lenses and a flash. It features a total coverage top, adjustable foampadded compartments, the exclusive Lens-Bridge divider system, Pop-Off pocket, Piggy-Back
Pocket, S.A.S. attachment slots and tripod straps. Available in Black (TA612B) and Gray (TA612G).
191⁄2 x 12 x 10˝; it weighs 5 lbs. 5 oz............................................................................................244.95
610 - Pro System 10
An excellent general purpose bag for the working photographer. Accepts two SLRs, five to six
lenses and a flash. It’s dimensions are 20 x 10 x 101⁄8˝ and it weighs 4 lbs. 2 oz. It is available in
Black (TA610B) and Gray (TA610G) ................................................................................................209.95
608 - Pro System 8
A favorite of photojournalists because of its compact size. It accepts two SLRs, four to five lenses
and a flash. It’s dimensions are 171⁄4 x 9 x 81⁄4˝ and it weighs 3 lbs. 5 oz. It is available in Black
(TA608B), Navy (TA608N) and Gray (TA608G) .................................................................................169.95
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ZOOM TRAVELERS AND DAYPACKS
ZOOM

T R AV E L E R

SERIES

The Zoom Travelers are tough, compact and lightweight and have many of the features of Tamrac’s professional-sized camera
bags. For nearly thirty years, these products have become the benchmark for camera carrying systems and are among the most
popular camera bags in the world. They are ideal for a single SLR with several lenses and accessories.
606 - Zoom Traveler 6
The Zoom Traveler 6 is designed for an SLR, 3 to 4 lenses and a flash. Features include the USA
patented Lens-Bridge and LensGate Divider System, two large Velcro closing end pockets, Pop-Off
pocket, a full-length ZipDrop front pocket with organizer compartments, the Slide Pocket with Tamrac’s
Memory & Battery Management System, a unique Piggy-Back Pocket for travel with rolling luggage and
tripod straps to hold a small tripod or a light jacket. This is the most full-featured camera bag and
perfect for the photographer working with a single camera. Available in Black (TA606B), Gray (TA606G),
and Navy (TA606N) colors. Dimensions are 151⁄4 x 10 x 81⁄2˝; it weighs 2 lbs. 7 oz ..................................134.95
604 - Zoom Traveler 4: Accommodates an SLR
camera, 3 to 4 lenses and a flash. 2 lbs. 2 oz; 12 x
10 x 81⁄4˝. Black (TA604B), Gray (TA604G) and Navy
(TA604N) colors ...............................................119.95

606

PHOTO

Model 603 - Zoom Traveler 3: Holds an SLR
camera, 2 or 3 lenses and a flash. 101⁄4 x 93⁄4 x 73⁄4˝;
1 lb. 15 oz. Black (TA603B), Gray (TA603G) and Navy
(TA603N) colors .................................................89.95

D AY PA C K S

For ultimate security and convenience, Tamrac developed a series of fully functional camera
bags that do not look anything like camera bags. They look and function like daypacks, yet
the lower half is a completely foam-padded and compartmentalized camera bag.
752 - Super Photo Daypack
Professional-sized daypack with a foam-padded, contoured harness system. The discreet lower compartment
is completely foam-padded, and holds two cameras bodies, 4-5 lenses and lots of accessories in the exclusive
Lens-Bridge with LensGate divider system. Tripod straps and attachment slots for Tamrac’s S.A.S. products.
Available in Black (TA752B). 17 x 91⁄2 x 161⁄2˝, it weighs 3 lb. 10 oz ...................................................................179.95

PHOTO MESSENGER

750 - Photographer’s Daypack: Accepts one camera with an attached lens and a motor drive. Dimensions are
173⁄8 x 91⁄2 x 147⁄8˝. Available in Black (TA750B). Weighs 2 lbs. 10 oz ..................................................................149.95

HOLDS
LAPTOPS

469 - Photo Messenger 9

The Photo Messenger 9 features a TurboTop for instant access to the foam-padded main compartment, which holds a pro-sized camera with an attached lens up to 71⁄2˝ long, 4 to 5 lenses, a flash,
and accessories. The foam-padded back pocket accommodates a 17˝ Apple MacBook Pro or other
large laptops up to 16 x 101⁄2 x 31⁄4˝. Additional features include internal organizer pockets, a large
Windowpane-Mesh pocket, open pleated pockets, a side mobile phone pocket, two zipper-closing
pockets, and a Piggy-Back Pocket. Modular Accessory and Strap Accessory System attachment slots
provide many storage options. Available in Black (TA469B). 18 x 7 x 13˝ (expanded adds 2˝ to
depth), it weighs 3 lbs. 11 oz ..................................................................................................209.95
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ROLLING CASES
CYBERPROS/CYBERPACK

HOLDS
LAPTOPS

CyberPro Express (TA5263B)
The CyberPro Express holds two large SLRs, multiple large lenses (with shades)
and a laptop. A foam-padded pocket holds large laptops up to 11 x 2 x 151⁄2˝. A
large front accessory pocket organizes CDs, a PDA, pens, mobile phone and
sunglasses. Large end pockets store bulky items. Smaller accessories can be
stored in a pocket inside the top lid. A weather-protected Speed Pocket on the
front flap keeps important accessories available for quick access. The telescoping handle opens and closes with the push of a button and stows away in a
zippered pocket. Ball-bearing, in-line skate wheels ensure a smooth, stable ride.
Its dimensions are 22 x 11 x 131⁄2˝. It weighs 8 lbs. 2 oz................................269.95

CyberPro
Express
▲

CyberPro
Flyer
▲

CyberPro Flyer (TA5261)
The CyberPro Flyer holds a large SLR, several large lenses (with shades) and a
compact laptop. A foam-padded pocket holds a laptop up to 121⁄2 x 11⁄2 x 10˝.
A front accessory pocket organizes personal items. A weather-protected Speed
Pocket on the front flap keeps important accessories available for quick access.
The telescoping handle opens and closes with the push of a button and stows
away in a zippered pocket. Ball-bearing, in-line skate wheels ensure a smooth,
stable ride. Its dimensions are 141⁄2 x 93⁄4 x 143⁄4˝ and it weighs 7 lbs. 3 oz ....229.95

HOLDS
LAPTOPS

CYBERPACK

CyberPack Express Photo/Computer Backpack (TA5265B)
With the versatility of wheels and a Tuck-A-Way backpack harness, the Rolling CyberPack is ideal for
carrying a pro-sized SLR with a 70-200mm zoom lens attached, many additional lenses and accessories. A
padded front pocket holds a laptop up to 11 x 2 x 13˝ in size. Internal Windowpane-Mesh pockets organize
filters, film, and other small items. Features a QuickClip Tripod Attachment System, ball bearing in-line skate
wheels, an industrial strength telescoping handle and M.A.S. attachment. Its dimensions are 14 x 13 x 19˝,
and it weighs 10 lb. 3 oz..................................................................................................................................299.95

HOLDS
LAPTOPS

SPEEDROLLERS
SpeedRoller 2

(TA5552B)

This rolling case provides protection and fast access to two SLRs with lenses attached, multiple additional lenses, accessories and a laptop, and is carry-on compatible. The ballistic nylon outer shell and
rigid, plastic-armored walls provide extreme protection. A separate, foam-padded outer pocket
holds a laptop up to 13 x 11 x 2˝. Internal, adjustable, foam-padded dividers are customizable to fit a
wide variety of photo equipment. Also features: Windowpane-Mesh pockets for accessories, industrial-strength telescoping handle, and ball-bearing, in-line skate wheels for a smooth, stable ride.
Available in Black. 14 x 9 x 22˝; it weighs 11 lb. 12 oz....................................................................269.95
SpeedRoller 1 (TA5551B)
Carry-on compatible case holds 2 SLRs with lenses attached, multiple additional lenses, a laptop and
accessories. Notebook computers up to 13 x 10 x 2˝ are protected in a foam-padded front pocket.
Available in Black. 14 x 9 x 20˝; it weighs 11 lbs.............................................................................229.95
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ROLLING CASES
HOLDS
LAPTOPS

B I G W H E E L S R O L L I N G B A C K PA C K S
Tamrac’s Big Wheels Rolling Photo Backpacks combine the convenience of a wheeled camera
bag with the advantages of a photographer’s backpack using a hidden Tuck-A-Way backpack
harness. The front pocket of each is foam padded for a notebook computer. A QuickClip tripod
attachment holds professional sized tripods.
Big Wheels Rolling Photo Backpack LP8

(TA698B)

High-capacity rolling photo backpack designed to hold numerous SLRs, large telephoto lenses and a multitude of
related equipment. Completely foam-padded dividers are fully customizable. The front pocket is foam padded to
hold a large laptop up to 151⁄2 x 111⁄2 x 2˝. The pack is compatible with Tamrac’s M.A.S. and S.A.S. systems and has
the QuickClip tripod attachment system that allows you to attach a professional tripod. 131⁄2 x 11 x 251⁄4˝.
It weighs 12 lbs. 13 oz................................................................................................................................................459.95

698

Big Wheels Rolling Photo Backpack LP7 (TA697B)
Carries a digital or film SLRs with a large tele-photo lens attached and a very broad selection of equipment,
including a laptop up to 14 x 103⁄4 x 2˝. Dimensions are 125⁄8 x 101⁄4 x 221⁄4˝. 11 lbs. 5 oz........................................399.95

BIG WHEELS ROLLING STRONG BOXES

HOLDS
LAPTOPS

Carry your gear on wheels! These Strong Boxes each carry 2 SLRs with lenses attached, multiple
additional lenses and accessories. Each Big Wheels Rolling StrongBox has a foam-padded front
pocket for carrying a notebook computer, files or paperwork. They offer even greater stability and
mobility with oversized wheels to help you negotiate uneven surfaces. The Ballistic nylon outer
shell and rigid, plastic-armored walls combine with full foam padding inside to provide a very
tough and versatile camera case.
LP4 Big Wheels Rolling
Strong Box (TA694B)
Maximum storage. Not airline
carry-on compatible.
Dimensions are 141⁄2 x 121⁄2 x 30˝.
It weighs 17 lbs. 11 oz ........424.95

LP2 Big Wheels Rolling
Strong Box (TA692B)
An all-purpose case that meets
airline carry-on restrictions.
Dimensions are 14 x 9 x 22˝.
It weighs 13 lbs 4 oz............349.95

LP1 Big Wheels Rolling
Strong Box (TA691B)
An all-purpose case that meets
airline carry-on restrictions.
Dimensions are 14 x 9 x 20˝.
It weighs 11 lbs 10 oz..........324.95

694

ROLLING STUDIOS
Lighting equipment is stowed safely in these foam-padded, plastic-armored durable rolling cases. Two
internal Windowpane-Mesh pockets provide quick access to small accessories while a large, exterior
zippered pocket provides convenient storage for other accessories. Constructed of Ballistic nylon,
Rolling Studios have a foam-padded bottom and sides and are reinforced with tough, plastic armor.
Super Rolling Studio (TA662B): Hold stands and tripods up to 43˝ along with multiple power packs. 201⁄4 x
141⁄2 x 451⁄4˝. It weighs 24 lbs. 8 oz ...................................................................................................................509.95
Medium Rolling Studio (TA661B): Accommodates stands and professional tripods up to 35˝ long, two power
packs, multiple lights, umbrellas and accessories. 181⁄2 x 141⁄4 x 39˝. It weighs 20 lbs. 8 oz..........................449.95
Rolling Studio (TA660B): The Rolling Studio features a telescoping handle, and holds a tripod, a few lights,
stands, umbrellas and a power pack. 191⁄2 x 141⁄2 x 327⁄8˝. It weighs 19 lbs ....................................................419.95
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DIGITAL SERIES
5680 Ultra-Thin
Digital
This slim, foam-padded
bag is ideal for carrying
and protecting ultrathin digital cameras.
A small pocket in front
provides just enough
space to carry an extra
memory card or battery. Each
can be worn on any belt. Available in Black
(TA5680B) and Blue (TA5680BL). 3W x 11⁄2 x 41⁄4˝.
It weighs 1 oz...............................................9.95
5686 Ultra-Compact Digital
For ultra-compact cameras. Available in Black
(TA5686B) and Blue (TA5686BL). 21⁄2 x 13⁄4 x 41⁄4˝. It
weighs 1 oz. .................................................9.95

5690 Compact Digital
Great for carrying most compact digital cameras. Main compartment has Dual Foam Technology™. Front accessory pocket has
two Universal Memory & Battery Pockets. Carry with the removable shoulder strap, or on a belt. Available in Black (TA5690B) and
Blue (TA5690BL). 41⁄2 x 31⁄4 x 43⁄4˝. It weighs 5 oz..........................17.95
5691 Digital 1
Designed for carrying slim digital cameras. Available in Black
(TA5691B) and Blue (TA5691BL). 4 x 21⁄4 x 6˝. It weighs 7 oz........19.95

5690

5692 Digital 2 : Perfect for most digital cameras. Available in Black (TA5692B) and Blue (TA5692BL).
31⁄2 x 31⁄2 x 6˝. It weighs 6 oz. ............................................................................................................23.95
5693 Digital 3: Perfect for most square-shaped digital cameras. Available in Black (TA5693B) and
Blue (TA5693BL). 43⁄4 x 4 x 61⁄2˝. It weighs 9 oz...................................................................................24.95
5696 Digital 6 : Carries and protects a digital camera and an AC adapter or a small digital
camcorder. Available in Black (TA5696B) and Blue (TA5696BL). 61⁄4 x 51⁄2 x 7˝. It weighs 11 oz. .......23.95

DIGITAL

ZOOM

PACKS

Tamrac’s Digital Zoom Packs feature Dual-Foam Technology™, Memory & Battery Management System™, WindowpaneMesh accessory pockets, and EasyGrip™ carrying handles, shoulder straps, and belt loops for convenient carrying options.
5627– Pro Digital Zoom 7
For a pro SLR with a grip
and lens up to 5” attached.
Available in Black (TA5627B) .
91⁄4 x 7 x 10˝; it weighs
1 lb. 3 oz. .....................42.95

5627

5629 – Pro Digital
Zoom 9: For a pro SLR with
grip and zoom lens up to 8˝
attached. Available in Black
(TA5629B). 91⁄2 x 7 x 12˝; it
weighs 1 lb. 6 oz. .........49.95

5682 – Digital Zoom 2: For a compact SLR with an attached
lens up to 3˝. Available in Black (TA5682B), Blue (TA5682BL),
Steel Gray (TA5682G). 71⁄2 x 51⁄4 x 61⁄2˝; it weighs 11.2 oz. ...22.95
5683 – Digital Zoom 3: For an SLR with a lens attached up
to 31⁄2˝. Available in Black (TA5683B), Blue (TA5683BL), Steel
Gray (TA5683G). 71⁄2 x 51⁄2 x 8˝; it weighs 15 oz. .................27.95

5683

ADVENTURE

5684 – Digital Zoom 4: For an SLR with lens attached up
to 41⁄4˝. Features side pockets. Available in Black (TA5684B),
Blue (TA5684BL), Steel Gray (TA5684G). 8 x 53⁄8 x 81⁄2˝; it weighs
1 lb. 1 oz. ..........................................................................34.95

ZOOM

PACKS

These zoom packs are the perfect way to carry an SLR with a zoom lens attached. The front pockets feature Tamrac’s patented
Memory & Battery Management System™. Each features an EasyGrip™ handle, shoulder strap and belt loops.
Adventure Zoom 5
For SLRs with a zoom
lens up to 41⁄2˝ long attached. Side pockets for
a mobile phone or accessories. Available in
Red/Black (TA551402RB),
Gray/Black(TA551403GB).
7 x 61⁄4 x 8˝; it weighs
13 oz. .......................24.95
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Adventure Zoom 4
For SLRs with a zoom lens
up to 31⁄2˝ long attached.
Available in Red/Black
(TA551402RB), Gray/Black
(TA551403GB). 7 x 61⁄4 x 71⁄4˝;
it weighs 11 oz...........22.50

Adventure Zoom 3
For compact SLRs with a
lens up to 3˝ long attached. Available in
Red/Black (TA551302RB),
Gray/Black(TA551303GB).
7 x 51⁄4 x 7˝; it weighs
10.2 oz.......................24.95
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HOLSTER PACKS, VEST & TRIPOD CASES
HOLSTER

PACKS

519 Pro Zoom Pack: The perfect bag if you want the absolute minimum in a camera bag and still have
excellent protection. It allows the camera to be carried with minimal bulk and fuss, and can accommodate large pro
cameras such as Nikon’s D2 and Canon’s 1D Series cameras together with an attached zoom lens up to 8˝ long. Inside
the top is a Windowpane-Mesh pocket for filters, lens caps or cleaning materials. The front pocket features Tamrac’s
Memory & Battery System. The Pro Zoom Pack accepts Modular Accessory System accessories and fits onto Tamrac’s
M.A.S. belt system. Available in Black (TA519B). 91⁄2 x 61⁄2 x 101⁄2˝ (WxDxH), it weighs 1 lb. 2 oz ..................................64.95
517 Tele-Zoom Pack: This Zoom Pack holds a
digital or film SLR camera with an attached
lens up to 71⁄2˝ long. An internal, padded divider provides protection for an extra lens or
accessories. A large outside pocket will hold a
flash, extra film and accessories. Available in
Black (TA517B), Gray (TA517G) and Navy (TA517N).
97⁄8 x 51⁄4 x 101⁄2˝, it weighs 13 oz.................45.95

515 Compact Zoom Pack: Holds most digital
or film SLR cameras with an attached lens up
to 51⁄2˝ long. A large zippered front pocket
holds a small flash, extra film and accessories.
Wear it as a chest pack with the optional
Chest Harness. Available in Black (TA515B),
Gray (TA515G), Navy (TA515N) and Chili
(TA515C). 73⁄4 x 51⁄4 x 81⁄2˝, it weighs 11 oz ....39.95

514 Sub-Compact Zoom Pack: Designed to
hold a compact SLR with a lens up to 3˝ long
attached. A pocket inside the top holds items
like filters, memory cards, lens caps, etc. An
outside zippered pocket will hold accessories.
Available in Black (TA514B), Gray (TA514G),
Navy (TA514N) and Chili (TA514C).
63⁄4 x 53⁄8 x 71⁄4˝, it weighs 10 oz....................37.50

Model 153 - World Correspondent’s Vest
The World Correspondent’s Vest is both a functional tool and a good looking addition to any
photographer’s wardrobe. Constructed of 100% cotton with nylon mesh vents, it has excellent yet
discreet ventilation and lots of convenient pockets. The front of the vest features 10 pockets. During
hot weather, two zipper-vented mesh pockets open to provide cooling ventilation. Two zippered
side pockets give you secure space for film and accessories. Discreet vented back panels provide flowthrough ventilation without looking like a mesh vest. Side tabs are provided so the vest can be adjusted
for a custom fit. The front zips open and closed with a two-way zipper and snap tab allowing the vest
to be adjusted for perfect ventilation and comfort. Four “D” rings provide safe accessory and press pass
attachment points and snap-down epaulets keep camera and bag straps from slipping off the shoulder.
Washable with less than 5% shrinkage.
Small Vest
Available in
Black (TA153SB) and
Khaki (TA153SK) ..104.95

Medium Vest:
Available in
Black (TA153MB) and
Khaki (TA153MK) .104.95

Large Vest:
Available in
Black (TA153LB) and
Khaki (TA153LK) ..104.95

Extra Large Vest:
Available in
Black (TA153XLB) and
Khaki (TA153XLK) 104.95

TRIPOD

Professional Location Bag 328

Padded Tripod
Bag 332
Medium
Tripod Bag 324

XX-Large Vest:
Available in Black
(TA153XXLB) and Khaki
(TA153XXLK) .........104.95

CASES

Medium Tripod Bag (TA324B)
For tripods up to 25˝ when folded. Zippered
exterior pocket for cable releases and
accessories. Black waterproof PowerGrid
Cordura. 9 x 271⁄2˝, it weighs 14 oz .........34.95

Professional Location Bag (TA328B)
For professional light stands and tripods up
to 46˝, Foam padded with internal Cordura
pockets. Its dimensions are 9 x 8 x 47˝, and it
weighs 3 lbs. 12 oz.................................119.95

Large Tripod Bag (TA326B)
Same as above, for tripods up to 33˝ folded.
101⁄4 x 35˝, it weighs 1 lb. 1 oz .................42.95

Padded Tripod Bag (TA332B)
For professional tripods up to 37˝ long when
folded. Zippered interior pocket for cable releases and other accessories. Fully foam
padded with closed-cell foam. Made of waterproofed PowerGrid Cordura. 91⁄2 x 21⁄2 x
38˝, it weighs 2 lbs ..................................89.95

Extra Large Tripod Bag (TA327B)
Same as above, for tripods up to 39˝ folded.
111⁄4 x 401⁄2˝, it weighs 1 lb. 2 oz ...............45.95
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CAMERA STRAPS
All Tamrac camera straps are designed to work with slotted connectors and standard, split-ring connectors. All straps have quick
connectors and can be interchanged with any other Tamrac strap allowing cameras to be quickly changed with various strap systems.
Anti-Slip Quick-Release
Camera Strap
A strong, lightweight camera strap with
two full-length rubber tracks woven into
the material to prevent shoulder slip.
Quick-release buckles. Adjusts to 41˝ in
length. Available in Black (TAN17B), Silver
Flames (TAN17SF), and Flash (TAN17F). It
weighs 3 oz ......................................21.95

N-17

N-25

N-27

N-11

N-15

N-46

N-45

N-40

N-5053

N-5055

Shock Absorber, Neoprene
Camera Strap-Quick-Release
Made of tough and stretchy neoprene
rubber that acts as a shock absorber.
Quick-release buckles. adjusts to 42˝ in
length. Available in Black (TAN25B), and
Blue (TAN25BL) colors.
It weighs 3 oz ..................................21.95
Boomerang Strap
A wide, contoured neoprene camera
strap that cushions the neck from heavy
cameras. The contoured “Boomerang”
shape follows the curve of the neck or
shoulder while distributing the weight
over a wide area. Quick-release buckles.
adjusts to 44˝ in length. Available in
Black (TAN27B), and Blue (TAN27BL)
colors. It weighs 3 oz.......................22.95
Backpack Camera Straps (TAN11)
These straps clip to the “D” rings on
backpack harnesses to hold cameras
ready for quick access.
It weighs 2 oz ..................................19.95
Camera Hand Strap with
Quick-Release (TAN15)
An excellent way to handle a camera
when a neck strap is not required.
It weighs 1 oz ..................................16.95

N-5057

N-5059
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Slim, Soft Quick-Release
Camera Strap
Lightweight, slim and at only 1˝ in
width, very comfortable on your neck.
The quick-release buckles. Available in
Red Flame (TAN40RF), Silver Flame
(TAN40SF), and Flash (TAN40F).
It weighs 3 oz ..................................24.95

www.bhphotovideo.com

Foam-Padded, Leather
Camera Strap with Quick Release
The ultimate in camera carrying comfort.
The thick foam pad absorbs and distributes
the weight, while the non-slip suede leather
keeps the equipment from slipping off the
shoulder. Quick-release buckles. Adjusts to
50˝ in length. Available in Black (TAN45B)
and Brown (TAN45BR) colors.
It weighs 3 oz ........................................25.50
Superlight, Foam-Padded Strap
with Quick Release
The adjustable, thick foam pad absorbs and
distributes the weight while the non-slip
lining keeps the equipment from slipping
off the shoulder. Quick-release buckles.
Adjusts to 49˝ in length. Available in Silver
Flame(TAN46SF), Red Flame(TAN46RF), and
Flash(TAN46F) colors. It weighs 1 oz .....25.50
N-5053 Anti-Slip Digital Camera Strap
Lightweight, strong strap with rubber
tracks to prevent slippage. Adjusts to 41˝ in
length. Available in Black (TAN5053B), Silver
Flames (TAN5053SF), and Flash (TAN5053F).
It weighs 4 oz ........................................24.95
N-5055 Neoprene Shock Absorber Digital
Camera Strap
Tough, stretchy neoprene rubber absorbs
the weight of the camera for all-day comfort. Adjusts to 40" in length. Available in
Black (TAN5055B) and Blue (TAN5055BL).
It weighs 4 oz ........................................24.95
N-5057 Neoprene Boomerang Digital
Camera Strap
Wide, contoured, stretchy neoprene rubber
absorbs the weight of heavy cameras and
lens for all-day comfort. Adjusts to 44" in
length. Available in Black (TAN5057B) and
Blue(TAN5057BL). It weighs 4 oz.............29.95
N-5059 Leather Padded Digital Camera
Strap
Genuine suede leather and foam padding
provide carrying comfort. Adjusts to 50" in
length. Available in Black (TAN5059B) and
Brown (TAN5059BR). It weighs 4 oz........29.95
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CONVERTIBLES & EXPOS
Convertible camera bags offer the broadest utility by changing from one
type of carrying system to another, which offer multiple carrying options.
Each converts from a shoulder bag to a hip pack.
709 - Pro Convertible

(TA709B)

Ideal for photographers on the move with two SLR or digital cameras, four to five lenses and a flash. It’s
features include a Tuck-A-Way hip belt so it can quickly convert from a comfortable shoulder bag to a hip
pack, total coverage top, adjustable foam-padded compartments, Lens-Bridge with LensGate divider system,
LensHatch in back, Pop-Off pocket, large padded end pockets, tripod straps, EasyGrip handle and torsion bar,
S.A.S. attachment slots and a ZipDrop pocket with an internal zippered mesh accessory pocket and paraphernalia pockets for personal items and small accessories. Available in Black. Its dimensions are 161⁄2 x 101⁄8 x 91⁄2˝.
It weighs 3 lbs. 12 oz ........................................................................................................................................219.95
706 - Deluxe Convertible: For a single camera with an attached lens up
to 8˝, four to five lenses and a flash with the convenience of a hip belt.
Its dimensions are 15 x 10 x 91⁄4˝. Available in Black (TA706B).
It weighs 2 lbs. 3 oz. ..........................................................................119.95

EXPO

704 - Sport Convertible: For a single camera with an attached lens, two
to three lenses and a flash with the convenience of a hip belt.
Its dimensions are 11 x 9 x 71⁄4˝. Available in Black (TA704B).
It weighs 1 lbs. 8 oz .............................................................................84.95

SERIES

Expo camera bags are perfect for the photographer who is not carrying a lot of equipment. Though compact in size, they are
made with the same quality, workmanship and materials as Tamrac’s larger bags.
▲

Expo Jr.: Designed to carry compact cameras and small binoculars. It is also a great “extra
pocket” for light meters, lenses and other accessories. It features a Speed Flap Top, a WindowpaneMesh filter/lens cap pocket in the top, a front accessory pocket with zipper, and smooth nylon
pack cloth on the back. It has an adjustable shoulder strap, a carrying handle, and belt loops to
convert to a belt bag. 53⁄4 x 51⁄2 x 61⁄2˝. Available in Black (TA600B), Navy (TA600N), Gray (TA600G) and
Chili (TA600C). It weighs 7 oz. ......................................................................................................35.95

Expo Jr.

Expo 1: Ideal for a compact SLR and an extra lens or flash. It has an adjustable, foam-padded
divider, a Windowpane-Mesh pocket, a zippered front pocket and smooth nylon pack cloth on
the back. It features an EasyGrip carrying handle, an adjustable shoulder strap and belt loops for
use as a belt bag. Available in Black (TA601B), Navy (TA601N), Gray (TA601G), Chili (TA601C).
81⁄4 x 43⁄4 x 61⁄2˝. It weighs 11 oz ....................................................................................................42.50
▲

Expo 1

Expo 2: Similar to the Expo 1, but slightly larger. Two adjustable inner dividers allow you to
carry a camera, extra lens, flash and accessories. 91⁄4 x 73⁄4 x 61⁄8˝. Available in Black (TA602B), Navy
(TA602N), Gray (TA602G) and Chili (TA602C). It weighs 12 oz. .......................................................49.95

PROFESSIONAL
Featuring Dual Foam Technology, these black
lens cases combine maximum shock protection
closed-cell foam with open-cell foam for vibration
dampening and a custom fit. A hard plastic
bottom beneath the foam protects the lens from
shock. These cases have full coverage rain flaps,
double slider coil zippers, a handle on top, belt
loops and “D” rings for accessory shoulder straps.

LENS

CASES
Small Lens Case (TA342)
For lenses up to 51⁄4˝ long. Its dimensions are
53⁄4 x 71⁄4, it weighs 8 oz ..............................37.95
Medium Lens Case (TA344)
For lenses up to 71⁄4˝ long. Its dimensions are
61⁄4 x 9, it weighs 9 oz ................................41.95
Large Lens Case (TA346)
For lenses up to 93⁄4˝ long. Its dimensions are
6 x 113⁄4, it weighs 12 oz ............................47.95
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MODULAR ACCESSORY SYSTEM (M.A.S.)
Tamrac’s Modular Accessory System offers additional accessories that quickly attach to any belt or Tamrac products that have
the M.A.S. quick-attachment system. Using a security flap with snaps, these accessories are easy to attach and provide a fast
and secure method for customizing many backpacks, hip packs, shoulder bags and the M.A.S. padded Modular Accessory
Belts. Whether it’s extra lens cases, a water bottle carrier, or filter pack, you can customize your carrying system to match your
exact requirements.

MX5379
MX5378

MX5388

MX5375

MX5352
MX5354
MX5398

MBX5397
MBX5399

MX5384
MX5382

M.A.S. Medium Lens Case (TAMX5375)
Medium zipper-closing, foam-padded lens
case with weather flap for lenses up to 41⁄2˝
long and filter size of 82mm. It quickly attaches to the Modular Accessory System or
any belt. Supplied with a handle, rain-flapped
zipper and a padded bottom. Its dimensions
are 31⁄4 x 51⁄4˝; it weighs 3 oz......................12.95
M.A.S. Large Lens Case (TAMX5378)
Larger version of above, for lenses up to 63⁄4˝.
37⁄8 x 67⁄8˝; it weighs 4 oz............................15.95
M.A.S. X-Large Lens Case (TAMX5379)
Extra large version of above, for lenses up to
81⁄2˝. 41⁄2 x 91⁄4˝; it weighs 6 oz ....................19.95
M.A.S. Small Accessory Pocket (TAMX5382B)
This foam-padded, fast-access pocket is
perfect for camera backs and other small accessories. It quickly attaches to the Modular
Accessory System or any belt. 41⁄2 x 21⁄2 x 51⁄4˝;
it weighs 3 oz............................................16.95
M.A.S. Medium Accessory Pocket (TAMX5384B)
Same as above, but slightly larger. 41⁄2 x 3 x 73⁄4˝;
it weighs 4 oz............................................19.95

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

M.A.S. Filter Belt Pack (TAMX5388B)
A top loading 900 denier PolyTek pack that
provides quick access to five filters up to
82mm in separate foam-padded slots.
43⁄4 x 23⁄4 x 41⁄2˝; it weighs 3 oz....................19.95
M.A.S. Water Bottle in Padded Carrier
(TAMX5398B)

A 20 oz. water bottle in a foam padded carrier
keeps your beverage within reach at all times.
Foam padded carrier attaches to any belt or
Modular Accessory System. 31⁄2 x 81⁄2˝; it
weighs 5 oz ...............................................19.95
M.A.S. Modular Accessory Belt
- Medium (TAMBX5397B)
44 x 41⁄2˝. Fits waist sizes up to 45˝. Works
with all Modular Accessories (except backpack pockets). It holds models 514, 515, 517,
519, 5513, 5514, 5515, 5682, 5683, 5684, 5627,
and 5629 Zoom Packs. A 2˝ adjustable web
belt and quick-release buckle are incorporated into a foam-padded belt system. The
belt can also be threaded through gear that
can take the 2˝ quick-release buckles ; it
weighs 10 oz .............................................24.95

www.bhphotovideo.com

M.A.S. Modular Accessory Belt - Large
(TAMBX5399B): Same as above, but slightly
larger. It’s dimensions are 48 x 5˝. It fits waist
sizes up to 58˝, and weighs 11 oz ............24.95
M.A.S. Medium Raincover (TAMX5352B)
For extra security when using the Photo Backpack models 767, 777, 5256, 5375, 5549, 5575,
and 5577. It provides a double-waterproof
coated PowerGrid nylon that protets everything except for the back of the backpack and
the harness. Folded into its pouch, it attaches
to any M.A.S. backpack attachment points. 51⁄4
x 11⁄2 x 81⁄2˝. It weighs 7 oz.........................29.95
M.A.S. Large Raincover (TAMX5354B)
Same as above, but larger. For Photo Backpack
models 777, 787, 5258, 5577, and 5578.
5 x 21⁄2 x 83⁄8˝. It weighs 9 oz......................42.50
M.A.S. Belt Harness (TAMX373B)
An adjustable, padded belt harness that keeps
M.A.S. belts securely on the hips. Adjustable,
sliding, foam-padded shoulder pads provide a
comfortable, custom fit. It is constructed of
strong nylon. It weighs 6 oz.....................34.95
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Photographer’s Tool Pack (TA125)
Made of Windowpane-Mesh to visibly hold
filters, batteries, pens, pencils, screwdrivers,
a notebook and most of the small accessories that are so difficult to find when you
need them. It attaches to a ZipDrop pocket
of many Tamrac Pro Systems bags.......26.95
Folding Filter Wallet (TA5329)
Designed to keep up to 8 filters organized,
protected and available. It holds filters up to
82mm, offering quick access. When folded,
it becomes a compact wallet-sized case that
can fit in most camera bags. Black color. Its
dimensions are 9 x 13⁄4 x 41⁄2˝, and it weighs
6 oz ........................................................19.95

Photographer’s
Tool Pack

S-142
S-140
S-115

▲

S.A.S. Phone Case (TAMX5321B)
Perfect for many mobile phones. It quickly
attaches to both Modular Accessory System
(M.A.S.) Strap Accessory System (S.A.S.)
compatible products, or any belt.
3 x 13⁄4 x 53⁄4˝, it weighs 2 oz .....................9.95

Folding
Filter Wallet

Camera Bag Belt Restraint Strap (TAS111)
This webbing strap uses quick-release snap
hooks to clip to the “D” rings of your Tamrac
bag. This keeps the bag from swaying out
away from your side. Quick-release buckles
allow fast removal. 3 oz ........................16.95
Cam Locking Cinch Straps (TAS113B)
These cinch straps attach accessories to
Tamrac products that have lash tabs. Two
straps to a package. Available in Black.
1˝ wide and 22˝ long. It weighs 1 oz......9.95

Pro Series
Camera Bag
Harness

Camera Bag Belt
Restraint Strap

Classic Padded
Leather Shoulder Strap (TAS142)
The original 61˝ long classic
shoulder strap made of thick,
non-slip leather with extra thick
foam padding to cushion your
shoulder from heavy loads. The
quick-release snap hooks and 5000 lb.
test aircraft seat belt webbing make
it easy to use and extremely durable.
Complete with S.A.S. attachment
slots. It weighs 9 oz ...................22.95
Chest Harness System (TAS500)
Model S-500 allows Holster Packs
(models 5629, 5627, 519, 517, 515,
514) to be worn on your chest to
capture photo opportunities during
rigorous activities like climbing,
skiing, kayaking, or biking. It
weighs 14 oz ..............................12.95
RollerProp (TARP151)
Attaches to the back of Rolling
StrongBoxes and swings open to
provide an easy access while
positioned at a 60° angle. It does not
change carry-on size. For model
651. It weighs 1 lb. 8 oz.............44.95
RollerProp (TARP152)
Same as above, for model 652.
It weighs 1 lb. 9 oz ....................44.95

Roller Prop

▲

Accessory Shoulder Strap (TAS115)
This webbing strap has a non-slip patch
and Tamrac’s exclusive DragonSnap Spring
Hooks for increased security. It comes
complete with S.A.S. attachment slots. It
weighs 3 oz ............................................13.50

▲

Pro Series Camera Bag Harness (TAS114B)
This padded harness clips to the steel “D”
rings on any Tamrac Pro Systems camera
bag and allows them to be carried
comfortably as a backpack. Two adjustable,
slidingfoam-padded shoulder pads provide
a comfortable, custom fit. Made of strong
2˝ wide nylon webbing, the harness
attaches securely with Tamrac’s 200 lb. test
Dragon Snap hooks for easy on and off. It
weighs 13 oz ..........................................34.95

Chest Harness System in action

BioCurve Foam-Padded
Shoulder Strap (TAS140)
Created for the Extreme Series Hip
Packs and Backpacks, this 59˝ long
foam-padded shoulder strap is
ergonomically shaped to comfortably
fit the natural curve of your shoulder.
A non-slip leather patch covered in
PowerGrid Cordura has Tamrac’s
exclusive DragonSnap Spring Hooks
to assure secure attachment to hip
packs, backpacks, and camera bags.
Comes complete with Strap Accessory
System (S.A.S.) attachment slots.
The strap weighs 4 oz ...............22.95

RollerProp (TARP154)
Same as above, for model 654.
It weighs 1 lb. 10 oz ..................44.95
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